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Introduction

In today's increasingly uncertain and turbulent times, organiza
tions must depend on the people in their systems to develop
a culture of innovation and change. It is people who will push
for change - not systems or technology. Such hallowed insti
tutions as the NHS cannot remain untouched by the turbulence
of the world in general, rapid changes in information technology
and changing work patterns.

These factors cause opportunities and tensions for any or
ganization. But for The NHS, which is a deeply traditional
and professionally divided institution, there are particular dif
ficulties in responding to these changes. For instance, public
demands for health care are changing, and are putting differ
ent demands on the style and type of health services. These
new demands and new techniques are forcing health services
to come to terms with change. Broome! outlines some of the
influences that are prompting such changes, which include the
public's increasing concern with self-care, their demands for
more information about treatment options and outcomes, and
the Patient's Charter.' It is such influences that have an effect
on health care and the role of managers who work in them
and try to change them.

The new NHS, in creating a market place, is separating the
purchasing of services from its delivery, so the contracting and
monitoring of services is another pressure for change.

This book is concerned with methods of change, helping
the reader to take advantage of these new pressures and new
demands, and turning what might be seen as a threat, into an
opportunity - because one thing is certain, change is here to
stay!

This book has been published in this context of much imposed
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change. Things have changed somewhat since the first edi
tion: the pressures have increased, the accountabilities have
increased and cost consciousness has increased, as well as many
changes which simply continue. The book aims to help you
to capitalize on this changing climate, taking advantage of the
energy this generates, not all of it positive. It will also help
the reader to take a step-by-step approach to designing and
managing particular changes.

The Current Climate in the NHS

For this second edition, there is a much stronger focus on the
recent NHS changes or 'reforms', which have made all pro
fessionals aware of the division into purchasers and provid
ers, and have necessitated different structural approaches to
deliver to tighter contracts.

This book describes change methodology, and uses examples
from the author's current practice and experience. It attempts
to bring the theory to life and to make the methods relevant
to the NHS and to nurse managers in particular. Towards this
end there are brief exercises, to test the usefulness of tech
niques which should help in the diagnosis of current prob
lems and issues, and demonstrate possible steps in interventions.
For the learners or aspiring managers reading the book, it should
give a flavour of the issues in the service currently, and the
methods they may find others around them using. At the very
least, it should leave all readers with a clearer understanding
of the broader context of their work and some ways of lead
ing and contributing to the changes.

What is a Healthy Organization?

Knowing what a healthy organization is gives us something
to measure ourselves against, as well as something to strive
for. At its worst, such an insight may demonstrate that we
belong to a sickly system and that the changes needed are so
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radical that we may consider the struggle too costly to bother
with.

So what do we know about healthy systems? We know that
some organizations are fitter at sustaining the dynamic en
vironment, an empowered culture, one that can adapt and
change to new demands. Individual readers are bound to come
from a wide variety of environments: some will be lucky enough
to belong to highly adaptive, renewing organizations, though
others will be in organizations that struggle to remain untouched
and resist each change imposed upon them.

Pedlar/s' The Learning Company has developed the notion of
a learning organization, one which constantly adapts, moni
tors and uses feedback data, and learns from experience.

Rosabeth Kanters" The Change Masters describes a handful
of important US companies which she rates on the 'innova
tion index' . She finds that, in the lower-rated group, organi
zations still demonstrate some innovation, but they tended to
have the 'sinking ship' flavour. In the NHS, we can recognize
these. They take negative solutions rather than developing a
renewing system or learning community. Kanter lists features
of less innovative organizations as:

• having strong vertical relationships.
• a lack of resources, to handle both change and routine tasks.

1. Having strong vertical relationships

In the NHS, we see strong hierarchical structures, and the
nursing profession is one example, with communication often
being highly formalized. This can lead to a lack of co-operation
and communication across professions, and prolonged decision
making - passing decisions upwards, across, then down for
implementation.

How often do we see ideas being exchanged between people
who are from different professions and different hierarchies?
People will have difficulty fertilizing new ideas if these hier
archies are too tight. They will have difficulty networking or
joining in flexible projects if the hierarchy is tightly and for
mally controlled. This factor will encourage territorial behaviour
and guarding of information. These behaviours can be readily
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recognized as 'tribalism' and ritualized conflict over territories.
Readers may have heard of locality teams endlessly discuss
ing who is the right professional to be key worker to a men
tally ill person in the community: is it the community psychiatric
nurse, the social worker, the psychologist or the psychiatrist?
Such a discussion usually focuses less on identifying the per
son with the skill or relationship than on the professional ter
ritory or role that person occupies. The formal structures that
have been adopted recently can either increase this competi
tiveness and guarding of information, or provide the oppor
tunity to break down territorial or professional boundaries,
by setting up cross-agency community teams, for instance.

Efforts at skill mixing are now blurring these boundaries
somewhat, and the notion of the generic community nurse
appeals particularly to GPs, who see it offering flexibility, closer
teamworking and greater accountability to themselves.

The new cost consciousness has also led to a more flexible
focus on costings and the identification of competencies, from
whichever profession. This has meant, at times, a more com
petitive price for services, and a more flexible attitude to tra
ditional professional territories. An example of this would be
the merging of nursing roles in primary care, often the Dis
trict nurse and Practice nurse and Health Visitor exchanging
roles and duties.

As an example of these issues, I witnessed a discussion be
tween an acute Trust manager and senior professionals, who
were discussing how to increase day case surgery, which would
increase efficiency and decrease costs per operation and therefore
put them in a better position competitively to gain contracts.
However, it would also increase demand for out-of-hours home
visiting by community nurses. This latter point was not con
sidered as relevant in the contracting because the bill would
be picked up by the community Trust, and not by the acute
Trust.

Another example, in Obstetrics and Gynaecology, might be
useful. In one acute Trust strong competition had been en
couraged between two teams which were staffed and man
aged separately. The team allegiance to each was so strong
that scarce items of equipment, which were meant to be shared,
were hidden, to make the other team look less efficient in their
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activity returns. This was putting overall efficiency, and even
lives, at risk by structuring the two teams to be so competi
tive. This example highlights the dangerous aspects of encourag
ing territorial and exclusive behaviour and the problems of
separate contracting for care that should be seamless from a
patient's point of view.

Such isolation of professions or cliques, or indeed of Trust
Boards, can lose the impetus of full multidisciplinary discussion;
and the opportunity both to review current performance in
relation to the end customer, the patient, and to develop
problem-finding behaviour across the whole episode of care.
All these factors are more evident in renewing organizations,
which take time and energy to review and adapt appropriately.

2. Increased resources are needed to handle both
change and routine tasks

Beckhard" has always promoted the idea that the change state
is a different state and needs more resources. However some
might argue with this, and also about the extent of resource
that is needed. I have no doubt additional resources are needed
to provide the considerable time and skill for making particu
lar changes. Later in the book the detailed reasons why we
need these resources to manage change will become clearer,
but in summary, we need additional resources to manage the
present at the same time as leading the process of transition:
it is necessary to 'mind the shop', while servicing the change.

There are many examples of change projects that simply have
not been given the additional resources to manage the change
effort. Indeed, one of the commonest resource problems in
the NHS is the lack of expertise and numbers in middle
management.

Healthy Organizations

Healthy organizations design their structures to reflect their
functions, not the reverse! 'Form follows function' . They also
maintain an active learning environment so as to learn
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continually. Appendix B includes a 'Health of the Organiza
tion Questionnaire' that allows the reader to assess their or
ganization. This questionnaire can be used to measure the total
health of a system, and to decide where to start in any change
process.

Beckhard also provides us with a list of the characteristics
of healthy organizations. They:

• have a strategic view
• energize others lower in the system
• create a structure that follows function
• make decisions at a point where the relevant information

is held or ' comes together'
• have a reward system that balances what people know and

what they do
• have relatively open communication
• reward collaboration, when it is in the organization's best

interests
• manage conflict, don't suppress it
• view the organization as an open system and manage the

demands put on it
• value difference
• actively learn, through feedback.

This may act as a useful checklist for assessing your own or
ganization, noting its strengths and weaknesses.

But if healthy organizations need good, competent managers,
how do general managers within the NHS rate?

What are Good Managers in the NHS?

A study of general managers by [ohnson" is only briefly sum
marized here, so interested readers are referred to the full text.
He identified two types of job competencies:

1. Discriminating competencies, which separate superior performers
from average performers.

2. Core competencies: these were characteristics the sample had
in common, which were needed to get the basic job done.
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1. Discriminating competencies

• Diagnosing and setting a direction for the organization: has a
broad vision of the future, 'a strategic view'; gets down to
the key issues and making changes

• Influencing: identifies key people and uses force of argu
ment to influence them

• Political awareness: considers the interests and motives of
others; recognizes organizational constraints; keeps 'close
to the ground' on current problems

• Managing people: uses and builds teams; informs and sets
clear objectives

• Handling conflict: assesses others and deals with conflict to
make progress on problems

• Sensitivity: considers others' feelings and makes time to listen
• Determination to succeed: has high personal energy; takes

responsibility to make changes happen; takes on difficult
issues

2. Core competencies

• Concerned to improve service provision; concerned about quality
of care

• Diagnoses and understands problems
• Evaluates own performance in relation to specific outcomes

This book does not make the assumption that all general
managers will be in the 'superior' category scale, nor that all
organizations will score highly on 'healthiness', but it does
accept reality. Examples gathered during the author's practice
have been included to demonstrate how real issues can be
tackled with real managers. They have been quoted anony
mously with slight changes to avoid breaking confidence, but
are designed to emphasize certain learning points that have
been made theoretically.

I start by looking at the present situation, then the desired
future - where do you want to get to? - and then, lastly, it
follows the steps of transition to get to where you want to get
to (see Figure 1).
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How to get there

Figure 1

Structure of this Book

• Chapter 1 concerns the principals of complex change.
• Chapter 2 looks at the problems of creating change from

within. It looks at leadership, and considers ways of get
ting systems into a state of readiness for change. Reader's
exercises on promoting change are included, to work on a
personal example.

• Chapter 3 looks at imposed change and the stress this causes
in a system that is less ready for change. It also suggests
ways of capitalizing on unplanned change. An in-depth case
study demonstrates one way of taking advantage of exter
nal pressures to change.

• Chapter 4 looks at the different roles the nurse might take
as a 'change agent' . This chapter includes a self-assessment
tool which can help the reader to identify where to develop
his or her managerial role. Evaluation is not commonly used
in the author's experience, though one process of evalua
tion will be outlined which uses an accessible methodology.
A reader's exercise demonstrates how to use this structured
evaluation process.

• Chapter 5 is concerned with identifying the skills that indi
viduals need to develop, so they can develop change in their
organization.
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Chapter 1 Principles of
Complex Change

This chapter views organizations as systems that deliver cer
tain goods and services. Health services, however, don't exist
in isolation: they affect and are affected by other organizations
around them - for example, social services, local transport
companies, drug companies, and so on . When making plans
for possible changes, it is important not only to be specific
about what the current system is, but also what our visions
are, what we want it to be after the changes have been made,
and how our stakeholders will be affected.

In order to plan for desirable changes, we will start by de
fining the present state and the processes that are involved in
current service delivery.

The stages will be outlined briefly here so you can get a
feel of the approach.

Defining the Present State

The purpose of an organization must be clearly defined in
terms of its business, its reasons for existing, and the special
and specific contribution it might make to a wider system.
We can call this the 'mission' or 'purpose', within its wider
environment. The first step in any change project is to be cer
tain that there is agreement on the current purpose of the
organization among the most significant people. It should be
possible to describe the core purpose in one sentence. For in
stance, in a car factory, the core purpose might be : 'To produce
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cars of a high quality, while maximizing profits.' A secondary
purpose might be: 'To provide a healthy working environment
for employees.' In the NHS, a recovery unit might exist: 'To
provide the highest quality of aftercare from operations to the
largest number of patients, while maintaining appropriate
professional standards, at the cheapest unit cost.'

The definition of core purpose might be - to look at where
this organization adds value - its reason for being. For ex
ample, a GP fundholding practice might exist to provide ac
cessible, humane, effective medical care to local people at the
cheapest unit cost and the highest quality.

1. Identifying the system

Environmental mapping is a technique that can be used to
gauge the total environment that affects, and is affected by,
the system we want to change. The systems comprise the for
mal and informal structures, the goals, the cultural norms, the
behaviour, skills and beliefs of individual members, and the
interaction of all these (see Figure 2).

IDomains I
The market place

The news media

Legislat ion

Techn ology

The employees, etc.

Figure 2 Domains for a drug company

One way of charting an organization's wider environment
is to think of the organization as surrounded by a number of
different, related systems, which might fall into sectors or ' do
mains' . For instance, typical domains for a drug company might
be as shown in Figure 2. This is called an open system analy
sis: it looks at both the demands that are being placed on the
system and the responses that it might choose to make. For
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instance, a primary care team might be obliged (for example,
by legislation, such as the Children Act or the Children's Order
in Northern Ireland) to attend to certain demands, but it may
also have some choices to make. For example, it can decide
whether to target its services to certain groups, such as those
with high blood pressure, the over 80s or high-risk groups for
HIV infection. Identifying the domains is the first step.

2. Demands

In clarifying the demands from the environment, it can help
to imagine that the demand is being made verbally by a par
ticular person or group of people. For instance, the public might
be saying: 'The contract [or the Patient's Charter] says I will
be offered an operation within twelve months.' The employees
might be saying: 'We demand that we are consulted about
an y planned changes in the shift system.'

3. Responses

You can then imagine that the system is responding to these
demands in a similar personalized way.

There is no reason to suppose that this mapping is static,
since things change. So this scanning is not' one off' - it needs
to be done continually - and the map will usually be differ
ent as the demands and responses change.

Consider, for instance, one recent change most of us will
have noticed. Applicants are now asked by insurance compa
nies whether they have recently had their blood tested, to
identify those at risk of HIV infection. This change has altered
the insurance companies' responses to their clients, and the
demands to them are now changing.

It may be tempting, as you begin to assess the current state,
swiftly to assume that you know what changes are needed, and
to impose them. It all becomes so obvious. But mostly change
agents fail in their change attempts when they pay inadequate
attention to diagnosis or analysis of all aspects of the situation.
The need for a full diagnosis cannot be over-emphasized.

There are several diagnostic tools that are useful also in
analyzing the future state, and one will be described here.
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Describing the Desired Future State

Multiple scenario planning

In order to plan for change it is essential to have some idea
of the future state you want, which gives something to aim
for or to aspire to. But in these turbulent times multiple
scenario planning is one way of coping with dynamic situa
tions where we are unsure of the future and what it holds. A
number of different scenarios can be taken into account, so
that the plans can cover a number of different futures. For
instance, over the next five years there might be a change in
government, or an encouragement of private health insurance
schemes for those on low incomes. Clever planning will man
age to take account of many factors.

Beckhard suggests two steps in scenario planning (see
Figure 3).

1. Agree on an ideal end state.
2. Select a midpoint and identify a specific date for this. Visua

lize the scenario and the actual conditions that will exist at
that midpoint. The popular metaphor is to think of a heli
copter ride and looking down to the midpoint, which is a
few hundred feet below, describing what you would see
that is different from 'now', using behavioural descriptions.

Diagnosis

Next, decisions need to be made on the following:

• What types of changes are needed? Are these changes in at
titudes, behaviour, policies, practices?

• Which systems are involved? Which parts of the organiza
tion, and what are the boundaries/ domains you will have
to manage?

• Determine the system's readiness for change. What are the
forces for and against change? How realistic is change? Is
it attainable, and practical, or are you wasting your time?

• Determine your own resources in helping the change effort.
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Midpoint (2 years)

Figure 3 Scenario planning

What is your own motivation for change? Why do other
people particularly want change? Is it because it may have
career benefits? Because output will improve? Because short
term contracts will be renewed or improved? It is as well
to be clear of your own driving forces and other people's
motivation in helping you.

• The level of energy that key people bring to the effort. What is
their readiness and capability to make change happen?

• Which system is most vulnerable to change? What is its link
age with other parts of the system? Can you use a domino
effect, where, by starting in the right place, you can reduce
the work by knocking down other blocks or constraints?
For example, it may be easier and more economical to open
up systems of communication that will then release shop
floor ideas than to work up one shop-floor scheme.

Changing behaviour

If changes in behaviour are needed, it may be useful to ana
lyze the reasons for your staff's current performance. For in
stance, in an A&E Department, complaints had been made
against staff at reception and the first contact nursing staff
about their insensitive handling of ethnic minorities. The man
ager had identified this as a training problem, but he was
encouraged to consider other possibilities before coming to
this training solution. Indeed, there are many ways to approach
such a performance problem.

Figure 4 is a systematic approach to performance problems.1

Careful analysis of the reasons for the behaviour (or the per
formance deficit - the difference between how things are being
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START.......
HERE

Could they do it
if their life

depended on it?

Figure 4 Changes wanted in behaviour

done and what you want) can payoff. This focuses your at 
tention on two things:

1. the system (and the behaviours it is currently maintaining)
2. the person's reservo ir of skilled behaviour (does the skill

exist or is it just not being used?).
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The A&E Department decided that the issue in question was
important enough to address by asking: 'Do the staff have
the interpersonal skills to be sensitive to patients?' They tested
this by asking: 'Could they do it if their life depended on it?'
If the answer is 'No', then the action is clear. It is necessary to
train and develop the skill. If the answer is 'Yes', then it is
clear that the skill once existed but has not been maintained.

It was decided in this case that it seemed more important
to increase rewards for good, sensitive handling of all patients.
On occasions, staff were seen being very sensitive, but only
in dealing with certain categories of patients. The skill there
fore existed, but probably was not being rewarded for all groups
of patients. The solution was to arrange a case demonstration
of good models which demonstrated social rewards for the
staff in using sensitive skills towards the patients currently
disadvantaged. Then an opportunity was made to elicit those
particular skills in the group of staff using them less, and to
structure the rewards for demonstrating such behaviours, in
the problem setting, through the appraisal system.

In summary, the analysis in the A&E Department revealed
that a more appropriate way to deal with the performance
problem was to build in the department an informal social
system that rewarded the behaviour, but also that a structured
opportunity was needed to practise this behaviour and to build
up formal rewards. Apparently this had been missing previously.

This example demonstrates that skills training is often not
the only solution, since it is often the system that fails to
maintain the skills. Full analysis of the current situation is
often then needed to lead to the most economical plan for
behaviour change.

Leverage

By now you will have identified the major domains involved
in your problem, made plans for your future state, and iden
tified key individuals' readiness, capability and domains which
must be involved in order to have lasting effect. Your diagno
sis can now proceed to leverage.
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The change equation is popularly used to decide where to
target your efforts. The equation says that change will occur
if you can unsettle the status quo a little. This is done by creating
a belief that things could be better, or by persuading key people
that things are currently just not good enough. Also, if changes
can be made simply and naturally, and the first steps are known,
then this can help lever the status quo. The three major targets
are therefore:

1. dissatisfaction with the status quo
2. a shared vision
3. knowledge of the first steps.

But the cost of change is always high. The change equation
shows that three elements must be present to outweigh the
cost of change:

(1) X (2) X (3) > (c) where (c) represents the cost of change

This needs a little clarification, to show how to create unsettle
ment and some motivation for change. There are three entry
points, all of which must be addressed.

1. Dissatisfaction with the status quo

This is a necessary part of change. It helps to create unsettle
ment. One way is to introduce ideas from outside, one of the
recent introductions being benchmarking. Benchmarking is a
simple notion of making comparisons between different orga
nizations, and relating these measures to success. If certain
units or organizations know that competing units are doing
better than they are, then that might create dissatisfaction. But
if a unit has tolerated a poor situation for a long time, it might
continue to have a low aspiration and never strive for excel
lence. One general manager, when given some suggestions for
improvements in his service, said: ' Isn ' t that rather too good
for my hospital?' He was too satisfied with his current service!
There was little aspiration.

It is sometimes necessary to cause pain in the system in order
to generate some energy. However, energy can often be found
in the system in people that are already hurting. These are a
good source of energy for change.
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2. A shared vision

In one particular hospital, senior people met very little. Even
though individually these people didn't like the current situation
and were critical of the service they were delivering, they had
never got together as a group to agree on where they wanted
to go . The fact that they all had very similar ideas was not
obvious until they shared them. A shared vision can then give
drive and encouragement to each other throughout the diffi
cult change process.

3. Knowledge of the first steps

The incremental approach is an effective one, particularly when
the first steps are broken down into clear simple actions. Many
groups simply do not know how to take that first step, but
once the first change is agreed, they find that energy is re
leased. It all looks possible after all!

Change has both psychological and organizational costs, and
there has to be enough time and support to lose old habits
and to build up new ones. Throughout this change process,
of course, old systems have to continue alongside the new
ones. This will cause an increase in workload, so motivation
has to be high in order to sustain staff over the difficult tran
sition period, particularly if there are no additional resources.

Defining the Work to be Done

The characteristics of an effective change plan are that it must:

• link activities to the goals
• be specific
• be integrated, so the parts are connected
• be time-sequenced so there is a logical step-by-step series

of stages - with dates!
• be adaptable, to take account of changes.

However, change will not happen unless a critical mass of
significant people is brought together. A critical mass is defined
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as the least number to make the change happen. It is this group
that will get commitment from the people in the organiza
tion, make the transition plan and turn the plan into action.
Their readiness and capability needs assessing.

Key individuals can be charted to determine (a) who is com
mitted to these particular changes and (b) who has responsibility
that is relevant. It will be the job of the critical mass to develop
commitment to the full and to decide what kind of manage
ment arrangements might be made for the transition state.

The Transition Plan

Special arrangements need to be made to drive the changes.
The generally accepted options for managing transitions are
as follows:

1. A head person in the organization becomes the project
manager, or a project manager is appointed.

2. A project team is developed from the critical mass, or a di
agonal slice is used to lead the project. A diagonal slice would
take different levels of staff across different sections of the
organization (see Figure 5). The aim here would be to shift
to a more participative model, so a 'slice' of levels and roles
across the organization increases general involvement. It may
be beneficial to use natural leaders rather than representa
tives, although the entrepreneurial nurse or ambitious doc
tor who contributes well as an individual may fail to
represent others and will have difficulty building commit
ment with them.

In transition management, it can be useful to involve those
managers who will have new roles in the future state. They
will certainly have the most investment in getting it right
and possibly in doing it the right way. When using a di
agonal slice, avoid people who have direct line relationships
to each other.

3. Beckhard uses the American expression'a kitchen cabinet'
to refer to colleagues, 'odd balls' or 'good old boys', in a
network that an executive manager might consult on an
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Section : 1 2 3 4 5

X Manager

X Department head

X Supervisor

X Skilled worker

X Unskilled worker

Figure 5 Diagonal slice

informal basis. The phrase is derived from war-time meet
ings in President Roosevelt's kitchen, where his cronies
dropped in for a chat and US policy was made! If these
people are distant from any investment in the future state,
then their opinions will tend to be more objective and might
be more useful, but this will not build up commitment for
the future state and future key players.

1. Transitions and the effects on people

Managers should never underestimate the powerful impact that
change has on people. Consider for a moment the develop
ments in recent years that have affected you personally: the
rapid telecommunications and transport boom that has made
the world seem a much smaller place, and changed work pat
terns from office to home; the changing technology that has
speeded up international responsiveness to financial peaks and
troughs; the changes in eating habits, fast food, health fads
and the spread of Coca Cola to all corners of the globe! Each
of these changes reflects large adjustments both in the organi
zations that have promoted them, and to consumers and those
affected by the changes.

Many writers have suggested that managers have been wise
to the mechanics of change, but have been stupid about the
mechanics of transition! Change and transition are two very
distinct processes. Change can be observed and planned. For
example, we are able to see the trend to move particular groups
of patients from mental hospitals into community houses, or
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Lettinggo

The neutral zone

A new beginning

Shock and detachment

Defensive retreat and confusion

Acknowledgement and adaptation

Figure 6 The stages of transition

for meals to be served that arrive plated rather than being
cooked on the premises. Change can be planned, implemented
and seen. In contrast, transition takes place as a three-part
psychological process, where individuals (who, after all, are
making the changes) are moving from one state to another, as
shown in Figure 6. These stages can be anticipated and need
to be planned.

1.1 Letting go of the old situation

Remember the last time you moved job or were promoted? I
can recall counselling a recently promoted senior manager who
felt overwhelmingly stressed. He was still trying to do his old
job, going out on the wards ('I am just keeping in touch with
the grass roots'), as well as taking on all the new managerial
responsibilities, and learning the new office and administra
tive skills. It was stressing him to breaking point.

During counselling, it reassured him to be able to label the
problem for himself, and to see the necessity of clarifying his
new job responsibilities with his bosses and letting go of the
old ones. He had to let go of the old role before he could
begin the transition to the next.

Nurse managers are occasionally unable to 'let go' of all
their technical expertise after they are promoted: 'I just can't
keep up to date with it all." This leaves insufficient space to
take on new demands and new skills. This is partly because
of work overload, but can also arise due to a reluctance to
leave the safety and competence of the old role for the risk
taking or uncertainty of the new. Sometimes it is because of
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an unclear definition of the new role or a reluctance to delegate.
It may be useful here to outline the particular arenas of work

that need different consideration as Health Service staff gain
promotion or change job. A threefold classification of mana
gerial activities might be useful here."

1. Technical work is that part of the work relating to the pro
fession, experience or qualifications. This is often the main
work or tasks done before promotion to a managerial grade,
and it is usually the main task of the unit or organization.
For instance, a pathology lab will conduct tests (a technical
task) while the head of department will manage its many
activities. The closest a manager gets to the technical work
is to ensure that the tests conform to certain criteria. How
ever, on occasions, the manager may try his or her own
hand at testing, but it is really the main function of the
subordinates to perform these technical tasks.

2. Administrative work is concerned with organizational main
tenance and routine procedures often defined by others, such
as the superior or head of another department. In a ward
or unit, this might be the filling in of activity returns, drawing
up staffing shifts or checking expenses claims.

3. Managerial work involves setting priorities and precedents,
and persuading others to action. It also involves checking
what others have done, what they have promised to do,
and dealing with day-to-day variations in demand and
supply of services from that department. For instance, an
A & E manager might have to swiftly reorganize the depart
ment layout and staff work pattern if major traffic accident
victims are expected imminently; or a bed-booking man
ager might have complex negotiations if there is a steady
and predictably high rate of 'failures to attend' for eye
operations. These are managerial tasks.

In many organizations there is a confusion between these three
activities, and a failure to recognize the particular and unique
skills of the manager. It is also true to say that the most effec
tive managers continue to keep in touch with the technical
work, but do not allow themselves to get overwhelmed with
updating their own technical expertise at the expense of devel
oping and maintaining their administrative and managerial skills.
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So, during a transition individuals have to let go of the old
and build up their skills for the needs of the new role. But we
need a way of identifying all those who will be affected by
the changes, so each can manage his or her personal transi
tions. An example will illustrate.

Case study 1

One trick in identifying the essential boundaries is to try the
'planned neglect test' . This involves asking the question: 'If I
don't bring these people, this department or this person on
board and involve them in these changes, what will happen?'
The answer may be 'Nothing', in which case you could plan
to neglect the people, department or person. But this test will
also help you to identify much more clearly which people will
help or hinder.

The stage of 'letting go' of the old ways has been likened to
the mourning process, and managers should expect the range
of heightened emotions associated with this state - anger, denial,
grief and helplessness - which need careful and effective
management.
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1.2 Going through the 'neutral zone' between the old and
new reality

This is a time of confusion when new roles are unclear, and
hope alternates with hopelessness and a loss of direction. Senior
managers need to be aware of the stress at this time and to
help people cope w ith the transition.

Being recruited internally is an example that can highlight
the need for the neutral zone, because as a process it usually
lacks the'distance' between the two roles, which we see when
someone moves for promotion. When a move is made to a
new job, we often describe this as 'the honeymoon period' - a
time to test and establish new norms, a time for enthusiasm
and energy, before consolidating the role . When this is done
internally, that distance and neutral zone is often lost, as il
lustrated in the following examples.

Case study 2
coli a rue look up a po t a general manager after having be n

rn r junior in the same unit. HE' made trenuous attempts 10 b h. VI!'

as differen I as he could, throwing hi colleag 1"5 and c:onflrlant
1010 confusion, adopting ,1 cflfferen lyle of management 'by 'alk-
abou • opening his doors rt!8olarly one i111t'rnuon .k 10 pl ak to
anybody rom the shop-f om upward • and WIU sin to und nake hi
old duti ,H~ mad an opportunit to create .l n 'utrJI lone p
o experimen and d velop hi nl'w rolf', It al 0 Rave others a chanr«

to r I.lle In him rliif('fently_

Old, unresolved conflicts and dissatisfactions will often raise
themselves again at these times, and even resignations will
increase. Full preparation for th is stressful time will certainly
help acknowledge that uncertainty is a natural way to feel,
and should even be predicted. Organizations that generally
encourage innovation and change will not be immune to these
effects, and they too can help by acknowledging it as an ex
pected part of the change process. Then staff can work through
it and start working on the building blocks of the next phase.
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Ca Study 3

1.3 A new beginning

This is the renewal stage where new skills are developed and
people become accustomed to the new formal procedures, struc
tures and systems. The process can be facilitated if plans are
made to cope with the four major components (see Figure 7).

• The informal organization
In one ward, multidisciplinary communication was much im
proved and tribalism reduced when a new multidisciplinary
rest room was allocated. Most members of staff in the outpatient
department had always got on well socially, but replacing the
nurses' rest room and the doctors' coffee room with one 'rest
room' also increased formal communication.

• The individual
If individuals are to adapt to new demands they can benefit
from clear and strong leadership. It helps if a leader and/ or
manager is seen to model new procedures and skills; for ex
ample, if a manager relates more sensitively to his or her sub
ordinates, they are likely to relate more sensitively to their
subordinates. Modelling can be a highly effective form of learn
ing, particularly if the new behaviour is rewarded. This leader
can also demonstrate how to manage and use conflict as a
source of energy, rather than suppressing it. Encouraging the
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Task

Informal
organization

Individual

Figure 7 Transitions: the four organizational arenas to be
addressed

emergence of conflict and using that energy is often one of
the driving forces for this transition state.

• The task
Often, managers underestimate the need for additional resources
during this transition period. New skills and relationships have
to be learned and established, while old tasks usually have to
be continued during the transition. Additional resources are
nearly always needed, and even if only short-term resources
are found, they help to provide a public acknowledgement of
the additional load on people in making these changes.

• The formal organization
It is essential to design a clear and reasonable transition plan
to make sure that the implementation or new beginning actu
ally happens, and doesn't simply remain on paper. Structural
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solutions were outlined earlier, and include the appointment
of a transition manager or the strengthening of a natural leader's
role during the transition period. The transition plan will need
to concentrate on the following:

• goals to be achieved
• processes to get there
• a monitoring system to take care of the boundaries and to

check on how the changes are affecting the total organization
• whether the processes of change are owned, or are the staff

merely implementing someone else's plans? Who owns the
change? (This is the essence of developing a culture of change
rather than creating one change and leaving the system static
afterwards.)

• how the changes will affect the leader, and his or her skills
and future operation.

A case study might usefully demonstrate how, in reality, a
transition plan might work.

Case study 4

•
•

r II Ilion 0
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space from lis prtlVlOU- role for other people to treat him diff r My,
and Ihl included his new bovs,

II v . also nece a to lldrif the core I'urpm of Ihe department
now, and he theaIre man g r's role and respon ihilitv in this. H felt
I,.. task was unclearlv d fin d and his formal vorking r lei ionship
with rlinir-ians anrl the en r I manager were unclear.

Th 're WdS dl () a (dilure to mana e his personal transirion from d
I hnical .11111 drrunistranve role 10 managerial role hich ""<IS

ere, in p rsonal lhlh<.:ulllf~s 10 relation hip
If we tudv carefullv lit component of Iran rnon "I~ure 7\, it

helps to look into each ar n,1 - the informal, formal, IOUI idual and
task component . 10 Ihi c. e. the new the Ire manag r had
01 in ainpd the arne lronR informal relation hips. had uncle r lorrnal
relation hip ar d indivir! I I r pon ibilittes. and the tasks th r t r
wer not d -elopmg 10 III ay they houlrl He had developed ,
hi h level of informal In olv rn ·nl. dl·allllF with 10c.\1 vqu.ibbl and
i.r <llIn' 'If'! coht'~I\(e and effecti earn ark, but thi ill took up
mu h 01 hi liow. and by f ihnll to mer a e the r pon ibiliue 01 II t'

operating I am leader , hf' lPlainf'rI th kind of gTa sr I ouble
shooting role h had previou I ' taken a nur e man. ger. He w; s
unable a et enough im and pace 10 ldke on his ne v anager 011
rol . II 'as b omlng lear lhat he needed to deal WI h thl" form I
or aruza Ion by cl,llii ing the ne\ demand, managing his boundan
(with clinician ) and or 109 up he roles of his sub rdi at to

ond to til demand .
The solutions 10 Ihi, problem ere romp ex . iorne I, y in

d veloping a pr per transiuon plan, both p rsonally ior the manag s'
r r er d velopn nt. and or aniJ: tionallv f r II p whole the, tre
directorate and its boundan . Th th <l re OlanaS'r began to accept
till' cnncept 01 a m,lnaged unit ratl er than an administered unit. lie

lso plann Ii 10 rl plop a higher leve l of m, nag noll skill.

2. Stress

It is probably already clear to the reader, through these ex
amples, how stressful such change processes are, and how
difficult it often is to provide the necessary support and help
to those going through the transition process. Although it is
not a central focus of this particular book, it is probably use
ful here to briefly outline a way of looking at stress, and to
be aware of some specific tools for identifying the components
of stress, so that the transition period can be approached in a
productive, rather than a destructive way.

Milne and Watkins,3 in an interesting study of the stressful
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effects of the shift system for nurses, demonstrated that staff
did not find rotation shifts a particular strain, but this was
only because they increased their coping strategies to deal with
it . It is generally assumed that if we increase stress, then there
is an increase in strain. These authors usefully separate these
two factors, and suggest that there are many ways in which
nurses can help their own adjustment to stress by increasing
problem-solving skills, relabelling stressors and developing more
realistic expectations. Indeed, they feel that this sort of train
ing should become part of the management process, to help
staff through the change process. Managers can also help by
giving personal support, by increasing training in coping and
by improving work conditions. All these activities come well
within the remit of the manager's responsibility. So, the three
interacting components are:

• stress
• coping
• strain

In other words, there are plenty of stressors in the work environ
ment, but the individual can reduce the strain of these by in
creasing his or her own coping mechanisms. This will modify
the effects of stress. Any readers wishing to explore this area
of literature further or to improve their skills at identifying
stress, coping or strain in their own workforce may find the
following tools useful.

• Occupational Stress Indicator, developed by Cary Cooper': this
is a scale for managers and measures the causes and effects
of occupational stress.

• The General Health Questionnaire: Banks et al.5 review the use
of the shorter twelve-item scale for mental health screening
in occupational settings.

• The Nursing Stress Scale developed by Grey-Toft and Anderson"
rates the frequency of stressful events in the nurse setting.

• The Coping Responses Questionnaire, developed by Billings
and Moos/ looks at three aspects - active cognitive, active
coping and avoidance.

For more general reading in the area, Matteson and Ivancevich"
have written a readable book on work stress.
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Readiness to Change

In assessing readiness to change, we need to look at both the
individual's state and the organization's state. Also, individu
als will be more ready to change if change is a usual part of
that organization's life.

Let us simply consider the major types of change we are
asking an individual to make, then the stages of planning a
successful transition may become clearer. We may want change
in the tasks performed, the formal structure and also the way
we relate informally to each other (see Figure 7).

Case study 5

Oil

e t.tolJ hp.ci .I,
grou d.

The success of such changes will depend on the level of secu
rity felt by both the individual and the system. The individual
in transition is probably the area we have covered least, al
though we have already recognized the stressful effects of tran
sition and how to recognize strain on individuals in the system.
However, the forces in the individual (see Figure 8) and the
forces in the system combine to provide an overall level of
security. It is this which will determine whether changes are
likely to be made and how costly they might be .

1. The individual

In Figure 8 we can see that the individual's range of skills
and personal confidence, ability to tolerate ambiguity and
change, and level of motivation will all have an effect on
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+ - Forces in indivi dua l(s) + - Forces in the syste m

Knowledge, sk ills, compete nce
Self-awareness
To lera nce of amb iguity
Self-estee m
Motivation

Culture/cl ima te
Status of syste m in organ izat ion
Perceived conseque nces of

success o r failure
Co nfide nc e, se lf-esteem

Lead to . . .

I
Degree of felt sec urity

High security levelOptimal-, /
Respon se to cha nge w ill be :

Listen ing
Clarifying
Explor ing a lte rna tives
Evalua ting
Incorporating new data

Respon se to cha nge w ill be :

Rejection
Suppression
Distortion
Procrastin at ion
Regressio n
Deni al

Low sec urity level

Figure B Assessing readi ness to change
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their potential for change. Indeed, the transition state is often
characterized as being high in uncertainty, stress, energy and
increased conflict. It is the individual's own state and self
confidence that will allow him or her to take on, or reject, the
new uncertain demands being placed on them.

2. The system

Similarly, the climate of the organization, and whether it is
generally concerned with change, will affect responsiveness
to change. If it respects and supports the idea of uncertainty,
and views the outcomes as important, then this will affect the
degree of felt security. The ability to tolerate ambiguity and
uncertainty at this stage is essential if change is to happen.

There are special needs during this transition state.

• There should be a clear image of the future.
• There should be transition plans that consider the four major

domains (Figure 7) - the task, the formal and informal sys
tems, and the individual.

• Leadership should be proactive and visible; it provides an
opportunity (through role modelling) for leaders to dem
onstrate how to deal with uncertainty and conflict.

• Conflict needs to be redirected and managed, and not sup
pressed. If suppressed, the process will be losing energy,
which could have been used to fuel and drive the transi
tion process.

• Areas of uncertainty should be acknowledged as natural to
the process of change. But high levels of uncertainty should
be avoided. This can be done by pacing the plans, sharing
the broad outlines of the plans and creating information
systems that can give feedback on progress.

It may be useful at this stage to consider the transition as a
learning process for the whole organization. For organizational
learning to occur, there has to be some kind of need or desire
for change. Consider the change equation given earlier which
suggested that you can 'lever' the situation, either through
creating dissatisfaction with the current state or increasing
aspiration for the future, so that a disequilibrium was encour
aged. The process of creating a desire for change can be
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Figure 9 The learning process

described as the unfreezing stage (see Figure 9). This unfreez
ing stage is a state of dissonan ce, of conflict, or lack of direc
tion. If we use a physical sciences parallel, dissonance can be
defined as: fa state that drives the system or individual to
regain some kind of equilibrium.' There is a need to gain con
trol over imbalance or uncertainty, and to try to restore some
kind of order. Equilibrium can be restored by making changes,
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but people can equally well reject, suppress and distort changes
so that the old ways are valued again, and change does not
occur.

The freezing stage follows on from the change state, and is a
stage where solutions are found and changes are consolidated.

Summary

Unless there is a climate of innovation and change, the ten
dency is for organizations to remain the same. But by using
diagnostic and leverage techniques, we can irritate and begin
the wish to change. If it is well planned and driven, then it is
less likely to cause a retreat or regression back to the old state.
Change is an active process which has to be levered, nurtured
and rewarded. An organization that is used to change, and is
fit for it, can cope with the high level of stress and strain that
goes with change, is more likely to adapt and grow than one
which has no culture of change.
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Chapter 2 Leadership and
Creating Change from With in

This chapter concentrates on initiating change from within by
looking at leadership and its role in maintaining a renewing
organization and the role of teamwork. It concludes with
reader's exercises on evaluation and creating change from
within.

Leadership

Research on leadership shows that there is certainly not just
one style of leadership that will be successful at all times.

'There is no such thing as an effective leader in all situations.'
(Margerison, 1979)

Without going into too much detail about this research, it is
essential here to realize that, because 75 per cent of a manager's
time is generally spent talking with people, and indeed people
are the basic resource of the NH5, managing people is the
essence of nursing management. Of course, a wide range of
these leadership skills can be learned, but such skills are not
always needed continually; they are best used selectively to
match different situations. (For more information, see the vol
ume Managing People in this series.')

The group analysis tool, which can be found more exten
sively in Belbin," demonstrates that people can develop more
than one role, and use the one most relevant to the task and
the makeup of the rest of the group. 50 too, leaders need a
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variety of operating styles (see p . 115), and it is the matching
of the style to the situation that becomes a major leadership
skill.

Mintzberg" suggested the following range of group roles that
leaders may adopt.

• Figure-head role: the ceremonial public speaking role
• Group leader role: resolving operational problems
• Liaison role: being a representative of your group
• Information role
• Spokesperson role: representing your profession externally
• Entrepreneurial role: innovating and encouraging change
• Resource allocator: deciding who does what
• Disturbance handler: dealing with conflict
• Negotiator and conciliator

Michael Walton,4 in his book Management and Managing, gives
a series of exercises that help managers profile their own pat
tern of leadership skills and leadership roles. Readers might
like to assess themselves, using these methods.

For the purposes of managing change, creating a culture of
change and innovation is undoubtedly relevant to leadership
issues. Burns" suggests two leadership styles:

1. transformational
2. transactional

These are distinguished by the characteristics shown in Table 1.
Turre1l 6 has suggested that organizational change is led by

transformational leadership, a style that works on ideas and
visions, and builds common commitment. Transactional man
agers are more conforming, explicit and orderly in achieving
their tasks. Turrell suggests that the orderly breaking down
of the tasks by transactional managers often leads to a loss of
vision and energy, whereas the transformational leader can
keep a distance, a strategic or a helicopter view of the whole.

• The transformational leader is more effective at large
visionary changes of a new or renewing organization

• The transactional leader is best at the systematic work of a
leader at the consolidation stage
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Table 7 Leadership styles

Transformational

Empowers
Inspires by vision, ideals
M ixes home and work
Has a long-term focus
Challenges
Rewards informally, personally
Is emotional , turbulent
Simplifies

Transactional

Bargains
Is task centred
Separates home and work
Has a short-term/medium-term focus
Coaches sheltered learning
Rewards formally
Is comfortable, orderly
Complicates

1. What is the leader's role in change?

It is often suggested that less management and more leader
ship is needed in the NHS to cope with the increasing com
plexity of services and the world surrounding the service. The
NHS could be viewed (with the rapid changes imposed on it
over the last fifteen to twenty years) as a massive change project,
which has created an increasing demand for leadership skills.

Benis et al? suggest that good leaders should create:

• a clear vision of the future
• a culture of change
• dynamic management of the boundaries
• an organization as a learning community, where approaches

change and are actively developed, in tune with the emerging
issues.

Adair" highlights a leader's three main responsibilities (see
Figure 10). This style of leadership is more reflective of the
transactional leadership role, as described by Burns. Even
though Adair suggests that the following list is not definitive
(since the sheer variety of managerial tasks and situations is
so great for a manager), these general functions are usually
demanded of a leader manager:

• planning
• initiating
• controlling
• supporting
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Developing the
individual

Figure 70 Leader's three main responsibilities

• informing
• evaluating

These particular leadership skills reflect the task-orientated trans
actionalleader, but Benis' work would suggest that transactional
leaders may be less proficient at leading significant, revol
utionary change.

2. Leadership and teamwork

For a fuller discussion of the literature relating personality
traits, styles and situations to leadership in nursing, readers
are referred to Lancaster and Lancaster," These authors re
emphasize the need for leadership skills to match the demands
of each situation, so matching becomes one of the skills of a
good leader. More recently, emphasis has been placed on lead
ership skills in understanding, motivating and managing a team
or group. To help a group function well, the leader needs to
take account of the task in hand, and the skills and styles of
the individual group members. Indeed, research claims a strong
relationship between the productivity of groups and the
feelings of fulfilment and contribution of each individual
member.

It is important to recognize the shifting balance between the
leader and each team member, and the extent to which each
individual is invited to contribute to the process. It may be
useful for readers to consider their current practices. For
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example, a nurse may be given prescribed activities by the
ward manager (TELLS), but may take part in ward meetings
where the doctor in charge wants to hear his or her opinion
of the patient's state (CONSULTS or PARTICIPATES).

PlantI O has likened a manager's role to a conductor and the
individual team members to players in an orchestra. This high
lights the unique role of each player, but also emphasises the
combined (or CORPORATE) responsibilities. A conductor has
her own realm of skill and managerial responsibility in help
ing an orchestra play together, but she also respects the realm
of skill of each of the players. What the orchestra plays is the
leader's decision. Whether the tune played is a good one de
pends on co-operation, and a clear understanding of the unique
contributions of each player and the limits of responsibility of
each. So a good manager will decide the tune to be played,
but only after ensuring that the orchestra is energized and
competent, prepared to co-operate and knows its own limits.
The leader will take account of the team members' compe
tence and motivation in deciding just how much delegation is
possible.

The Role of Leadership in Initiating
Change

One of the paradoxes of the transformational leader is encap
sulated in the phrase 'No pain, no gain' . So, when a leader
creates a dynamic environment, he or she is likely to become
associated with the pain of disruption and dissonance. The
leader must have the ability 'to empower others to endure
the costs of change',11 otherwise the pain will be too much for
the workforce. For instance, one general manager is aware of
his public image as 'the butterfly' with 'high score on ideas,
but low on follow-through', but his senior staff thrive on the
excitement and his dynamism.

In the NH5 currently we all too often hear people saying:
'We need time to settle down, we've had enough changes, we
need time to consolidate: It is true that there are increasing
pressures, such as delivering cost improvements, for competi-
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tive tendering, and to move services for chronic problems into
the community. However, there are also pressures from within.

Consider again the example of the butterfly manager. He is
internally driven, a transformational manager who creates
uncertainty and change around him, but he has enough
strengths and skill to maintain a learning environment. He
can still create high motivation in others, even though they
know that not all of his schemes will stay the course. As a
conductor, he encourages experiment; he wants to try new tunes!
Not all those he's attracted to are performed or even finished.
He sees his general manager role mainly as a change agent.
Indeed, in the American book The Nurse as a Change Agent, by
Lancaster and Lancaster, the nurse manager's main role is de
fined as a change agent.

Creating a Climate of Change

Successful organizations in the market place have to adapt
continually to a swiftly moving economy. For them, the power
to self-generate is often the key to survival and success, but
to do this they need a strong culture of learning, taking risks,
making mistakes, and learning from them. Yet, paradoxically,
they still have to deliver the usual goods. There are more di
lemmas and paradoxes inherent in these types of renewing
organizations which could usefully be outlined here, so readers
can identify the tensions in their own organization.

1. Loose-tight

An example of this paradox is the fostering of divergent, original
and even contradictory ideas (loose) at the same time as working
efficiently (tight) to short-term goals. A functioning organiza
tion needs to be alert and ready with new ideas, so it can
respond to the variety of demands and opportunities the en
vironment might make, and yet still keep on making the prod
ucts. The bureaucratic, compartmentalized structures of an
organization like the NHS often serve to stifle such innovation.
One way to remain responsive is to allow a high level of del
egation, which can help the organization to maintain control,
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but can delegate authority for ideas to flourish within specific
boundaries or limits. For instance, one Trust gives such tight
limits (in policy-making and negotiating its boundaries, in re
cruitment and in budgetary controls) that the general manag
ers were offered only 'tight' not 'loose' control. The level of
innovation was very small. The good manager has to offer
freedoms, but with boundaries.

2. Technical and/or managerial role

Good leaders and managers will maintain some links with their
technical base, but develop additional management skills. In
Chapter 1, we saw the tensions that can exist when an indi
vidual is promoted from a technical or administrative job to
the managerial level. Some organizations assist individuals
through these transitions, by helping them integrate the tech
nical and managerial aspects into the one role, but the good
manager clearly releases their hold on technical knowledge.

3. Continuity

In a bureaucracy, managers, as individuals, are seen as replace
able, but this mobility of individuals is antagonistic to the views
expressed here on the importance of key individuals in the
change effort. A certain continuity of the critical mass is es
sential, not only to mobilize the change effort, but also to ac
knowledge, note achievements and keep a momentum of
progress. It is hard work developing any changes, and if key
people are changed, then these processes will need to be re
negotiated and re-established with other key individuals, which
can lead to a loss of energy. Nevertheless, short-term contracts
are becoming a way of life, and our methods need to take
account of changing key personnel.

4. Strategy vs. operation

During crises, top management have to grasp control and at
tend to the immediate concerns. In the NHS, we have seen
wards closing and the freezing of posts, in response to sud
den financial pressures. There is a natural tension between
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short-term and long-term actions. It cannot be denied that we
have to grasp the tiller when crises occur, but long-term de
velopment issues have to run alongside these short-term op
erations and crises, and sometimes these different aspects of
the work are incompatible, or antagonistic.

Successful commercial and public organizations recognize
the need to take quick, centralized decisions simply to sur
vive and ride a crisis, while at the same time recognizing the
need to build up staff capacity at all levels, so keeping the
ability to innovate and to renew, and maintain responsiveness
to the market place. It is this which will ensure their long
term survival.

In strategic planning exercises with top management we find
confusion and tension between the 'tasky' work (how to save
Elm. by Monday), and the long-term strategic work (how to
improve care to the over-80s). These are the in-built tensions
of time scale that most organizations have to balance. It may
become clearer after reading the following sections on devel
oping teamwork how different team methods might be needed
to work on these different types of tasks, which have differ
ent time spans, and different levels of certainty and problem
solving. For instance, working on a strategic issue (how to
develop services to the over-80s or more priority for care in
the community) needs the support and commitment of a re
sponsible management team and other key individuals, but
the same people are not relevant for an operational task (such
as developing a kitchen for cook-chill meals), which needs
different key people and is a more certain task.

If the climate of the organization is one of change and self
generation, and is more of a learning community, then uncer
tainty is more easily dealt with, and the ideas will keep coming.
If the culture encourages challenge and review, and there is a
close contact with the changing demands on the organization,
then short-term crises and sudden operational challenges will
be dealt with appropriately and constructively. The solutions
are also likely to be congruent with the vision that has been
built up for the organization's long-term future. But there will
usually be tension. This is between the steady building up of
long-term plans and the sudden operational crises that can
dominate the 'here and now' .
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Developing Teamwork

Intrinsic to the discussion on creating a renewing system, a
change culture, is the importance of getting commitment and
involvement of groups of people in the organization, and us
ing their energy and expertize to generate and sustain change.
One of the essential ingredients in maintaining this type of
renewing organization is the building up of a common vision
and working together towards common goals.

The various ways of improving and using teamwork will
not be detailed in full here, but it may be useful to direct
those wanting to investigate this area in more depth to a very
practical manual by Gawlinski and Graessle." The authors
suggest analyses, exercises and processes that readers might
like to use; for example, mapping relationships, active listen
ing and negotiating, managing meetings and giving feedback.
They also set up tasks for readers which help teams develop
a common purpose, agree a vision and share values.

However, teamwork should be designed selectively. The in
discriminate use of teams has received some balanced criti
cism from Critchley and Casey." These authors suggest that
different types of problems are best dealt with by different
types of teams. First, they acknowledge that the capacity for
good teamwork is important in healthy organizations. They
list the characteristics of a functioning team.

• People care for each other.
• People are open and truthful.
• Decisions are made by consensus.
• There is strong team commitment.
• Conflict is dealt with and feelings are expressed.

Second, Critchley and Casey identify further critical variables,
which have become obvious to them through their team-building
efforts in industry and with public services. They suggest that
teamwork is more appropriate for tasks where there is a high
degree of uncertainty (for instance, in strategic issues), and a
greater need to share the process together and to come to a
common solution. Here, teamwork is appropriate. If the task
has very little uncertainty, and is a relatively technical task (chang
ing a kitchen to cook-chill meals), then teamwork is a luxury
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and is not appropriate, since it is really only necessary to in
volve those people who have the necessary technical expertise.

Third, they suggest that teams that have to deal with such
high levels of uncertainty are stressful (and attempts will of
ten be made to avoid the process, because of that). It there
fore takes a particularly high level of interpersonal skills to
successfully motivate and operate teams for the tasks with high
levels of uncertainty.

In summary, leadership issues are complex. There is no such
thing as a born leader, although certain characteristics may
help (like intelligence) and certain skills are desirable. Rather,
it is the ability to select and apply skills, according to the needs
of each situation, that makes good leaders. The leadership style
that is most likely to promote rapid change is suggested to be
the transformational leader; that is, someone who creates visions,
ambiguity, uncertainty and turbulence.

However, the particular role taken by a leader in groups
and the ability to develop complementary roles in that group
will determine the team's effectiveness, rather than one par
ticular skill. For each management issue, it is wise to be clear
about the nature of the task, and the role and purpose of the
team addressing the issue. It is certain that different skills will
be needed to fit the different issues that complex organiza
tions need to address. So, the ability to diagnose each prob
lem and to set up appropriate processes to address them is
most important, particularly in judging its level of uncertainty.

Creating Change from Within

Open systems theory views organizations as a complex of sub
systems, which affect each other to a greater or lesser extent.
It makes the case for full diagnosis, to include affected parts.

For example: the efficiency of the supplies department af
fects the care given in the operating theatres; the personnel
department affects the swift replacement of staff and there
fore the continuity of service in the records department; the
communication skills of the reception staff affect the way the
patients view the hospital at first outpatient appointment.
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Surrounding (or boundary) services can also affect the de
livery of the target organization or system. For instance, Social
Services policies can alter the criteria clinical staff may use
for discharging an elderly person from a medical ward on a
Friday; or local phone lines or self-help groups can affect the
number of people self-referring to alcohol-treatment services
or genito-urinary medicine clinics, and the problems they are
concerned about.

Probably more examples are not needed to highlight the
interacting nature of systems, subsystems and their bound
aries. But it may help to remind readers of the possible knock
on effect that one part of a system will have on another, when
changes are made. It is therefore essential that these related
systems are clarified at the diagnostic stage, to include them
as part of the planned changes.

1. Diagnosis

Within each part of a system, there are internal relationships
of peoples, structures, technologies, tasks, goals, cultures and
processes (see Figure 11). In any diagnostic process, these re
lationships always need attention, whether the target for di
agnosis is only a small part of the hospital (for example, the
records department) or the whole organization, like an acute
hospital Trust.

Each part of the larger 'whole' (the target system and its
boundaries) will, of course, have missions or reasons for op
erating, which will relate to the target system. Hence, the term
,open systems' suggests that no system can be understood or
changed without attention to its wider environment, which
must become part of the total view. It is within these complex
surroundings that demands are made on the system, and it is
to this environment that the system offers its responses. The
following case study is intended to highlight the need to fo
cus on the subsystems and their interrelationship, when plan
ning changes.
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II;

Figure 11 The organization as an open system

Cas study 6
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In summer

1.1 Mission

All organizations need to be clear, at any moment in time,
what their 'business' is, so it may be useful to clarify what
we mean by the mission of an organization.

Mission is the reason to be, the identity of the organization,
system or department. A mission statement usually lists two
or three priorities. It is different from goals or objectives, which
are more to do with 'where you want to get to' . It should say
something about the values and beliefs behind the statement.
For example, it may be ' to deliver family planning advice and
clinical services in an acceptable, accessible and equal way to
a local population'. Alternatively, it may be couched in value
terms - 'that each contributing individual or employee is valued
for him or herself' (giving an expectation that a unique con
tribution is as appropriate from a catering assistant as it is
from a consultant). Another mission statement might include
'to develop a dynamic culture, where the process of change
becomes expected' (here players would expect to be part of a
dynamic, renewing system).

Such mission statements can usually be contained in three
sentences or less, with priority being given in the order of the
statements. They provide a back-check for each stage of your
change programmes, to ensure you are still working within
your organization's agreed mission.

Readers may be wondering how they can proceed from
having a clear mission or business to setting about creating
the changes and achieving the vision - moving from now ~

to then. Exercises are fully described at the end of the chapter
which will take you through the process, in the following steps:
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• diagnosis
• the vision
• building commitment.

But before trying the exercises (pp . 55-8), you are asked to
consider the issue of evaluation, which could be built into your
change programme right from the beginning, not as an after
thought. It gives structure to your efforts. Unfortunately, few
organizations devote much time and energy to evaluation. It
is not seen as adding all that much value.

Evaluation - Is it Working?

In this context, evaluation can be described as a systematic
gathering and interpretation of information to aid decision
making. It is concerned with both outcomes (for example, did
patients get discharged quicker?) and the process or means of
getting there (for example, training all direct care staff in inter
personal skills).

There are two types of evaluation of particular relevance to
the management of change:

1. Formative evaluation: this is generally used to help improve
the programme as you go along;

2. Summative evaluation: this type of evaluation is often done
by outsiders. It provides a summary statement of the
programme's effectiveness - for instance, how well it
achieved preset goals. It is usually undertaken after the
programme is complete, and can be used to shape up future
programmes. It lacks the interactive action element of the
formative approach.

We are only concerned here with formative evaluation.

1. Setting objectives

The starting point of any change project and for formative
evaluation involves the setting of objectives. These need to be
operationally defined so that two different observers agree on
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what is to be changed and the means of achieving that change.
Consider the objective 'to reduce the waiting list by 20 per
cent' . Astute readers will notice problems with this. There is
no time span and so two observers might have quite different
understandings of what is a waiting list. One might take the
view that it consists of all those people who have seen the
consultant once and are waiting for treatment; another might
view it as all those people who are still waiting for their first
consultant appointment. You can envisage the ensuing diffi
culties if this is not cleared up at the outset, and if opera
tional definitions are not agreed about these measures. If this
is not done, the results will be interpreted in different ways,
and it is not easy to judge if the programme is being successful.

2. Goals

These are the general statements that usually outline the pur
pose of the intervention or programme - for example, to im
prove patient satisfaction. They are less specific than the
objectives.

3. Soft systems methodology

Remembering that evaluation of complex change involves an
outline of our proposed intentions (goals), the outcomes we
can expect (outcomes) and how we get there (procedures, pro
cesses), one of the most useful methods of evaluating organ
izational change has been the soft systems approach." Th is
approach allows us to redefine the systems involved, as the
programme develops. It builds a conceptual model of the whole
system involved in the change. The definition of the system
tends to change as the work proceeds.

This constant review is part and parcel of any change pro
cess . However, some managers are impatient - because on
occasions the objectives seem clear. They therefore believe that
they know what to do to put it right, and simply want to get
on with the process. But inadequate diagnosis is the most
common cause of failure in change projects. In such a situa
tion, managers may later say: 'We don't seem to be getting
there, details and trivia keep impinging.' But what is often
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seen as trivia or detail could, in a thorough diagnosis, be in
terpreted as central to the overall change process and its suc
cess, and should have been addressed earlier. An example might
help to illustrate the point.

Case study 7

This example is given at some length to demonstrate how
defining and redefining the total system is essential. As changes
are made, they often start to affect parts of the system that
were not originally seen as central to success.

This rigour in identifying the systems involved can help the
planning process, as well as the change agent, who might miss
something in what appears to be an unrelated system and which
may later hinder the changes.
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The 'fit' concept looks
at how well each of
these pieces fits
together. It can help
organizational design.
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Figure 13 The concept of 'fit' (loosely based on Jay Galbraith)

Once the systems have been defined, it can be useful to use
a simple evaluation system that concentrates on identifying
the exact inputs and outputs you are expecting from individu
als or parts of the system.

The concept of 'fit' may be useful here (see Figure 13 as
developed by Jay Galbraith). It shows the internal elements
that are involved in any organization delivering services or
goods. It may be that certain areas are more problematic than
others. For instance: do the formal structures make the tasks
easier or difficult? Is the system of ordering from stores so
complex that ward staff prefer to 'borrow' from neighbouring
wards when they need something urgently? Each area needs
addressing for effective performance.
Evaluation is not something you should do at the end of the
programme. It is something you plan in right from the begin
ning, in line with your intentions. It helps you get it right!

Soft systems methodology'" is a methodology that has been
developed to look at the complex systems involved in organ
izational change. Checkland" suggests that it isn't possible to
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specify the finite systems involved right from the beginning,
but it is essential to keep respecifying as the view changes.
Thus, the methodology is entirely suited to organizational
change, where we often need to change tack and to reassess
the new systems involved, and redefine our targets.

Using this simple methodology we look at what transfor
mations we are trying to make. If we make quite simple pre
dictions about what we are trying to do, and how we're doing
it, then we can see if it's worked. This point is emphasized
again here because, although evaluation is often tagged on to
the end of any process, formative evaluation needs to be con
sidered right at the beginning. Our evaluation tightens up our
change efforts. It helps us to be more exact about what kind
of transformations we will be making, and then to measure
how effecctive they have been. The answers to these struc
tured questions constitute the information we need to reap
praise the effect, and see whether to adjust the process.

Exercise 1: Evaluation
The proces s of evaluati on is much easier if you consider a real
example. Readers should start by working on an example unrelated
to their own practice. For exampl e: What is a garage for ?

1. Describe its fun ctions (for example, to mend my car, to tow in
broken down vehicles, to sell cars).

2. Wh at operations does it undertake to do the above (for example,
mechanics work on the cars, they take my money)?

3. Would the way you described these two be useful to measure an
improvement in the garage's performance? (Unless you can get a
tight definition of the operations it undertakes, and the purposes of
those operations, then the defin ition will not be useful in
improving their performance. That's why evaluation is useful - to
see how we're doing. Usin g such an exampl e in a structured way
should be useful in developing your own evaluation skills.)
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Exercise 2: Evaluation
Now try the example of the garage using the transformation process.
You are going to structure the purposefuI activities of the garage so
the y relate inp uts to outputs.

In
Purposeful

----------..~ activity ------------I.~Out
(transfor ma tion)

1. What is the garage the re for?

(a) To take fau lty cars in and to send functio ning ca rs out
(b) To take in new spare pa rts in their packets and to send the
pa rts out in cars

Are trans formed: Ou t

- - - - --... New pa rts in ca rs

-----+. Functioning cars

----i~~Into

--------.~Into

In

New parts in packets

Faulty cars

2. Now you wil l need to specify w hat happens (the pu rposeful
activity) and how this transforms the inp ut to output. In ou r
exa mple, what is it that transfor ms new parts in packets to new
parts in cars? Try to do it yourse lf.

Input: New parts in packets Output: New parts in cars

Practise this process by noting down other inputs (fo r example,
money in my pocket) and their related outputs (fo r example, mo ney
in the garage till). Next specify the activity or transformation that
makes this change.

Input Purposeful activ ity
(transformat ion)

Output

Remem ber that, for the sake of the technique, the output ca n only be
the transformed input. For example, if yo ur inp ut is a burst tyre, you r
output can't be a new windscreen! A bu rst tyre ca n become a
func tioning tyre; a broken windscreen can become a new
windscreen . Once you have specified the transformation, then yo u
are beginning to lea rn to define performance and the changes you
wa nt. Specifying that performance in small and operationally defi ned
bits will help to see if the orga nization is doi ng its job.
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The most common probl em wi th evaluation is that transformations
are defined too general ly. If you said earl ier that the garage's function
was to mend cars, it w ill be diffic ult to measure this, because it is
too general. Two observers would probably not agree on what thi s
meant, and therefore we would be unsure wh ether the garage was
do ing its job or not. Try the exercise again bearing th is in mind .

Inpu t
Dirty cars
New parts in packets
Mo ney in customers' poc kets
Dented body work

Output
Clean cars
New parts in cars
Money in garage till
Smooth body work

Now speci fy how the transformation takes place (for example, how
does it turn dirty cars into clea n cars?). For instance, a train ee
washes four cars by hand, every day, using eight buckets of water
and three types of chemicals.

Now you need to check these transformations against three criteria:

• efficacy : di d our method do what was intended? (Di d the dirty car
end up cl ean, to a certai n standard?)

• efficiency: what resources were used? Could we have done it wi th
less people, cheaper, quicker? (Is employi ng a trainee the most
effi ci ent method of do ing the job, or would a more experienced
person have done fi ve or six a day? Chat up the customers less?
Use less chemi cals?)

• effectiveness: is it worth cleaning cars? (Is thi s the sort of thin g we
w ant to be doing in this garage? Does it fit our core mission?)

For the last cri terion (effectiveness), you will need to search beyond
the immediate environment and to related systems. For instance,
when we question our effect iveness we need to ask questions li ke:
do clea n cars gi ve a good pub li c image to our garage? Do they
cause less accidents on the road? Do they reduce rust? Effecti veness
invo lves boundary systems, like the po lic e, the publ ic, and so on.

Exercise 3: Evaluation
Now you can try an exercise related to your own work area.

1. Wh at is your department/ward/unit here for? (If you make the mission
very general - for example, to cure people - you w ill find it difficult
to specify the transform ation/activities that you are try ing to make to
transform the input to output. So define it tightly and operationally.)
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2. What are the inputs and outputs?

3. What are the transformations/activities you undertake to do this?

4. Are these:
(a) Efficacious? Do they do the intended job?
(b) Efficient? Do they do it the cheapest, fastest way?
(c) Effective? Is it worth doing?

Now try the following full change exercise, with your own
issues and/ or problems.

Exercise 4: Creating change from within:
systematic diagnosis oftheproblem and thesystem
1. What business is your department/unit in and what is your role in

this? Specify your mission .

2. What is the future vision?

3. What are the key domains? What are the demands they are making
and the responses your unit is making? (Imagine it 's a person you 're
taking to - What are they asking for? How do you reply?)

.. Dem ands

Responses
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Demands: _

Responses:

4. What types of change are needed? Attitudes, behaviour, policies,
pract ices ?

5. What parts of the system and which key people are relevant to
this par ticular cha nge? (Try the plann ed techn ique. )

Example:

MENCAP

Health Commission
Purchaser X

Social
Services

Mental Health
& Business
Managers XX

Psychiatrists XX

Employee
Assistance
Ltd

Key
+- Factors affecti ng the department
X = Key people

(Wh at is their conditio n?
their energy?
their commitment?
their competence?)
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6. Whic h areas 'fit' best and wors t?

t
Tasks

u

u

R

T

c

Business
Purpos e/values

I

+
Strategy ------- Objectives

I

Peop le t------.I--....J~--~ Structures

The 'fit' concept looks
at how we ll each of
these piec es fits
together. It can help
orga niza tional design.

• Wh ich need improving?

7. What are the forces for and aga inst th is cha nge? This ca n be
ca lled forcefie ld ana lysis, whe re you list all the do ma ins (incl ud ing
peop le) and see whether they are for or agai nst your ch an ge.
Some may stradd le the two sides.

Forces for the change ~ Change f- Forces against the change

Whi ch are more/less important? Underl ine the most important one
to address.
Removing forces aga inst sho uld be tried first.

8. Is this ch ange realistic? Do you need to cha nge yo ur goa l?

9. What are the reasons for wanting ch ange?
Personal: _

Organizational : _
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10. What influence can yo u have in this change process?

Formal:

In formal: _

11. How can you exe rt leverage? Consider the change equation here:

Different future Di ssati sfacti on w ith X First > Cost of
vision x cur rent state steps change

W here are the weak nesses? (You need all three to overcome the
cost of change.)

12. Is there a domino effec t? (Maybe you can create a sequence of
change, by choos ing your fir st move carefully.)

Exercise 5: Creating change from within:
building up a clearer vision of the future
This exerc ise invo lves working on you r key domai ns.

1. Check w hat demands you expect w ill be made on yo ur
departme nt in the future and w hat responses you wo uld li ke.

Demand,

.------'----, ---------__1 n.M~~-'"
......./

r=------''-----,

Response,

Figure 14
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(Try to visualize the helicopter view of your future. What does it
look like down there? What's changed? Try different futures .
Remember that multiple scenarios are your best way of planning
for the unexpected, in these changing times.) See whether the
demands and responses are very far apart. If the distance between
the -demands and the responses is too far, then make stepwise
reductions until your first step seems achievable (see Figure 14).
Now you have a realistic change target (in your realistic first step) .

2. So what changes are needed?

(a) Environmental mapping: you will need to do this again
because you have now specified what your first change step is.
Start mapping the demands and responses, and the key people
and key domains, simply in relation to your first step.

(b) Identify organization areas: plot the key people and the key
domains for this change target.

You have now identified the key people and the systems involved
in your new change goals . Now you need to decide what is their
state of readiness and capability. Fill in the following table as it
applies to your situation, ranking (High, Medium, Low) each
individual or group necessary for your change effort according to
their readiness and their capability with respect in the change:

Key people/system Readiness Capability
H M L H M L

This exercise will focus your efforts in creating energy in others,
for change. You are now identifying a critical mass and people
with commitment to the change.

Forcefield analysis will now help you clarify the systems
involved, your allies and blocks. You might try this now in relation
to your future scenario, as you did before in relation to the
general changes.

What and who is driving the change? What and who is hinderingthe change?

--------------;~~ E-----------
------------~~ ~-----------

• Check this against your domains - people, systems, media,
legislation.

3. What do you bring to the change effort?

(a) What is your power and your ability to influence in this
organization?
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(b) How can you influence others? (Who might have more power
than you? What are the incentives or pressures?)

(c) Why do you want these particular changes? Is it to improve
effectiveness? To increase regional interest in centralizing
specialist services in your hospital? To increase efficiency? To
reduce complaints? Or are your reasons more personal ? To
improve your career prospects? To create a more interesting
work environment for you? You will need to defend your
moves to other people, so be quite clear on your own motives .
If they are too heavily weighted towards the personal, then
you may be seen as too selfish or 'empire building', and not
an organization person!

If you remind yourself of the section on 'readiness to
change', you will see that key people will need to be in a
state of personal and organizational health, to be able to take
on the changes . It is costly for people to change, so you will
need to support them and make it rewarding if they are to
drive or support your changes.

(d) List your own personal motives for wanting these changes.

• If you are trying to influence other people, it will be a lot easier if
you are clear about your own motives for change. You can then
discuss your reasons with them and draw out their reasons for
wanting change .

It is important to remind the reader here that transition is
often characterized by high uncertainty, high emotional stress,
high energy and increased conflict. It is the healthiness of the
organization and of the individuals in it that determines a
good outcome, because change demands a high tolerance of
uncertainty. The reader can use the 'health of the organization
questionnaire' in Appendix B to give a good indication of the
level of security, which can help you to determine the likeli
hood of success. It can also give you some ideas on the work
necessary to get the organization into a reasonable state of
healthiness and receptivity before starting the change effort.

It may also be useful to look at the 'role effectiveness ques
tionnaire' (in Appendix C). This questionnaire is useful in giving
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you, as a manager, some ideas of the problems key people are
having with their current role and their satisfaction with it.
Dissatisfied people can energize a system, but very high lev
els of either satisfaction or dissatisfaction can reduce people's
contribution to the change effort. They become impotent and
ineffectual.

You might like to read Appendix D on Support and Chal
lenge, a way to understand how to manage different levels of
security in different people - to lead to high performance.

Plans need to be developed to cover changes in ta sks, for
mal and informal systems, and individuals. A consistent ap
proach is needed for all of these four major areas. The section
on transition planning (see Chapter 1) outlines the usual stages
in some detail. For your own purposes here, these stages have
been designed as a personal exercise

Exercise 6: Creating change from within:
action plan for building commitment and
initiating change
1. Try to list the cha nges that you antic ipate in these fou r major a reas

over the transition pe riod.
Tasks: _

Form al systems: _

Informal systems: _

Individuals: _

2. Indicate how you are going to prep are indi vidu als and boundary
syste ms for the uncertaint y and difficulties you antici pa te . Stro ng
leadership and a sha red expec tatio n of unsettl em ent and
uncertainty will help.

Preparing individual : _

Preparing boundaries: _
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3. Communica t ion systems need to be able to cope wi th these major
changes by making role s and responsib ilities clear du rin g the
change pro cess and by giv ing performance feedback so that even
small successes can be rew arded. What are your plans for :

(a) Clar ifyin g ro les/responsibi lit ies?

(b) Giv ing feedback?

4. Wh at kind of formal pl ans are you making for the transit ion? Do
you wi sh to appo int a project manager, to enlarge the rol e of one
of yo ur senior members, or to release yourself from some of your
current duties so you can have more tim e for the change process?
Wh at new structure have you planned?

5. Ident ify indiv iduals w hose commitment is needed for your change.
Then check what their cu rrent state of com mitment is. Can you
shift them to a mor e suppo rtive position?

Key person Commitment (current: x; potentiald )

O ppose l et Support Make it happen

• Develop a plan for gett ing the necessary commitment from the
critica l mass. You may need to fi nd an activi ty that loosens up the
group, unfreez ing current atti tudes. For example, a problem-f ind ing
task - a kin d of ' think tank; where brainstorming is encou raged/
allowe d and any problem is discussed - in confidence! ) W hat are
your plans for getti ng the group to work together on th is new
project ?

6. How are you developing rewards so new behaviours can be
encouraged? Perhaps you can function as a rol e model - so others
can see you reward your staff for doin g thin gs differentl y or tryin g
our new ideas.

7. It may be usefu l fo r yo ur group to use a task analysis tabl e in
plann ing the tasks. Actors are l isted across the top and tasks down
the left-hand co lumn. The table is com pleted by noti ng the
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particular role for each key player: approval support, informed,
responsible , for example. This is a useful tool for identifying
exactly who is responsible for what action during the transition
period . If possible, keep those responsible to a minimum (one
preferably). (Relate this back to your commitment charting; it is
not useful to have somebody responsible for a key task who is not
highly committed .)

It is useful to develop this table together with the group, sharing
the idea and minimizing the numbers responsible. This also tests
out , with your group ('your critical mass'), whether you really have
a common understanding and appreciation of each other's roles ,
and where responsibility lies.

8. Check that your action plan is:
(a) Purposeful: are you going to end up at the right place?
(b) Specific: not so general, it will cause confusion.
(c) Integrated: different parts of the plan relate together well.
(d) Timed: you have fixed dates for actions.
(e) Adaptable: allows for changes.
If) Cost effective: the cheapest way to do the job.

• State your action plans :

kd ~m~

Although a systematic plan is recommended, it should be subject
to constant review by your group. It is likely to need changing as
you go along .

9. How will you know whether your intervention has worked? List
your inputs and outputs for the future.

Input Output

Then add your purposeful activities to get there .

In Purposeful activity Out

• Check that your plan is likely to achieve the desired outcome and
that it is going to get the job done (efficacious) ; is the best way of
doing it (efficient); and is worth doing (effective) . NOW TRY
DOING IT!
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Chapter 3 Imposed Change

This chapter concentrates on the opportunities for change that
can be created by external pressures and demands. Although
these sorts of changes are often resisted, they can act as a
catalyst and be used to the organization's advantage. How
ever, the ability to respond to such a catalyst will depend on
the people in it, their state of confidence and their readiness
for change. The principles of using imposed changes will be
demonstrated through a case study.

Case study 8
The w rk 01 palhology departments has und 'rgon' 'r~niflcilnt ch nil
ov r rent years, with drarnan developmen ~ in 1<,( hn lo~, and
rnech nizatior; of process s that pre iou Iy needed kill 'hand -on'
op r or. In 0 r e ampl d partrn nt, there h, d been , ~i mfi nt
comp htrve marker developln and a fall off in recruitment in the

I il'nlific officer rades, srnce rhe NH alaries were not a attrac ive
ill IlTlp rison 10 the pn ate ector salaries available locally The
d p rtmenl WdS having 0 rethi k j s mrernal organizati n, W.1din
structure and ork ng nrc hods to lake account of th changm kilt
need d. In addition, th purchas rs hold increased til(' fill' sur. on the
d artment by off rin mud ti hter (OnIT cis, unul co Is all reduced.
ThE' Bu ine m nag r a ked he Head Pathologi I:

• to review the curr nt operation oi the d .partment
• to draft work ble op ions or the future structure III th

department, whil improving standards and m intaining a tlvitv
levels, nd reducing unit co ts.

TIll' Busines« manager thou hr that the p rholog d p rtmen
probably had e. cess capa .ily. In plant and equipm nr, hu he a
un ure ot th str nhrth of human resoun e . He put pr ssurp on th
head 01 d partrnen to make rhanges.
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Diagnosis of Readiness to Change

When this process of imposed change is compared to change
from within, it is clear that a major issue is about ownership.
When those closely involved do not 'own' the pressures or the
changes, it is likely they will react with shock and helplessness.

Figure 15 shows the delicate balance needed to bring key
individuals into a state of readiness. There will be individual
features (self-esteem, ability to adapt, dissatisfaction, and so
on) that make them more or less ready to take on new ideas,
but there will also be organizational forces. Some companies
or hospitals are used to change, so there is a togetherness in
the way each new pressure is received. They respond with
'What can we do to make it work?' rather than 'How can we
resist it?' Together, these two factors (individual state and
culture) will combine to give a measure of readiness. If this is
very low or very high, then change is unlikely.

We can also expect that, if resistance is increased, the old
system will be 'over-valued'. On occasions, unpredictable and
novel behaviours will also be seen.

But unplanned or imposed change, by its nature, does not
start by people building a common vision of the future. The
key players need to come 'on board' and start to work to
gether towards the same goals as quickly as possible, and begin
to drive the process, so they find some positives in it.

Returning to our pathology example, the head of department
felt particularly pressurized and threatened. She was over
whelmed by the changes suggested and saw it as threatening
her control and power. She resisted the change - 'I wasn't
employed to do this.' It was quite clear that she did not feel
part of the change process, and that she felt she was losing
influence and control in planning the department's future. The
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Forces in the
individual

Skills

Self-esteem

Flexibility

Forces in the
organization

Internal
culture

Status

Self-esteem

Perceived security and
readiness to change

/l~
Low

Reject
Suppress
Distort

Optimal

Reaction

!
Listen
Clarity
Explore
Develop

High

Reject
Suppress
Distort

Figure 15 Estimating readiness to respond to imposed change

pressure had become intense for this one individual. Her reaction
was classic and over the next few weeks she demonstrated
the usual stages of shock - beginning with anger and elation:

Shock~Elation~Denial~Withdrawal~Acknowledgement~Adaptation

The Pain of Change for the Individual

Remember the phrase 'No pain, no gain'? Changes are rarely
achieved without some pain, but it is up to the manager to
utilize their skills so that the pain and energy generated in
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'"uc
'"E,g
'"Cl..

Denial

Problem
solving

Mob ilizing
energy

Awareness

Uncertainty

Time

Figure 16 Imposed/unplanned change : effects on people

individuals in the organization by outside pressures is used
to drive the changes.

In psychological jargon, such imposed pressures can create
dissonance (see Chapter 1). This can be defined as the uncer
tainty or unsettlement that comes from a mismatch between
the way things are and the way they could be, or you want
them to be. Dissonance is an active word; it describes the energy
necessary to reduce the mismatch. There seems to be a hu
man need to reduce dissonance; that is, to return to a more
stable state - an equilibrium. The 'energy' can be directed into
creating new structures, new attitudes and new processes.
However, a less constructive way of reducing dissonance is to
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REACTIO N EXPRESSION

Shock Numbness
' I ca n' t take it in.'
Feeling of unreal ity
Distan ce

Den ial ' It's not that d ifferent.'
' I don 't beli eve you.'
'This is rea lly simple .'
' I must have he ard wrong.'
'That ca n' t be right .'

Blame ' It' s eve ryone e lse's fault.'
'They do n' t know what th ey're doing.'
' If only they had listen ed to me.'
'They never handle anything well here.'
'Yo u never liked me .'

Self-blame ' I' m too old.'
' If only I'd taken it more ser iou sly.'
' I ca n't adapt.'
' It' s a ll my fault.'

Uncertainty 'What' s happen ing to me ?'
'Why am I doi ng th is?'
' I' m not sure wha t to do.'

Problem-solvlng 'W hat shall I do abo ut it?'
' let's take stoc k here .'
'What I think would help is .. .'
' Perhaps I could talk to my oid boss.'

Figure 77 Human response to change

return to the old ways of doing things. Managers may, at times,
be tempted not to use these changes and let th ings return to
'normal' , simply because the pain is too great and the cost of
change too high.
• How can managers help to reduce the costs, but use the disso
nance to create change? First, they can help people anticipate
the upset and accommodate to it. They can acknowledge the
reaction, while encouraging people to stay with it and not allow
them 'off the hook' . There is a parallel here to the shock of
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........................................

Situation
changes..".... " L..- .....I

...."..,it. .... ....

They act reactively I Low risk taking
and regressively Low creativity

\
Unexpected

behaviours

Heightened anxiety , Resistanceto
uncertainty change

Feeling of loss of Some acceptance
control of pace and but commitment
direction of change unpredictable

Difficulty learning
about forces prompting
change

Figure 78 Human response to change

bereavement and loss, when individuals will go through a
variety of stages - like shock, anger, resentment, guilt, depres
sion, and so on. However, this reaction will, as in our current
example, depend on their own healthiness and skills at coping.

Second, some continuity can help each individual to man
age the changes. For instance, the head of service had always
kept a high profile as a union representative on the senior
staff committee. This role was maintained by the Business man
ager, to reassure the head of department that not all arenas
had been changing at the same time, and that change was only
expected in one area. (Remember the four arenas - tasks, formal
and informal structures, and individuals?)

Our head pathologist had some sophistication in change
processes and she began to acknowledge that, although the
pressure she was under was highly painful, it could be turned
to advantage. The Business manager listened to her anger and
resentment, and the two together began to review their cur
rent relationship, the pressures on them and the possibilities
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for change. They had taken the first step in a major change
process and the head pathologist was beginning to use her
efforts to drive the changes in a direction she wanted. She
was beginning to own the process.

1. Stress at work

Although other volumes in this series are concerned with the
details of stress and self-management.' it is rightly included
here because the changes described, whether imposed by ex
ternal factors or created from within, will all create personal
dissonance and stress. The amount of strain that people feel
will depend on their own psychological state, but work sys
tems can also create stress which may pressurize individuals.
If the level of work stress is high, this can affect the potential
for change that can be expected.

It may be useful here simply to list work-related pressures
that lead to high stress, as gleaned from the literature. You
can then use it as a checklist.

• Time: non-standard working hours; deadlines to meet and
unreasonable time demands

• Worksetting:heavy workload and overload; responsibility load;
red tape; monotony; over-participation/ over-involvement; poor
labour relations

• Role-related: role conflict (see 'Role Effectiveness Inventory'
in Appendix C); degree or control over work processes; feed
back and communication problems; poor relationships with
superiors; inequality or inadequacy of pay; quantity/quality
conflict

• Changes in job: job complexity; loss of job or fear or loss;
demotion; over-promotion; lack of promotion opportunities.

This list will be useful in estimating people's readiness to
change, and also when managers want to design a healthy
work environment that has a greater potential for change.

2. Using the pain to make gains

Let's return to our head pathologist, who is feeling shocked,
but who knows that changes will have to be made, since the
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outside pressures are clearly not going to go away. She has cer
tain choices, and so she begins to work with the key people in
the department, to see whether her department is ready for change.
She estimates that the pressures are high, but her colleagues are
robust; they have shown a certain strength under pressure be
fore . She begins to work with them on building up commitment
for change, and then works with key staff from other related
departments to begin to define options for more efficient work
practices, and so to be more competitive on cost and quality.

It might pay to remind readers at this moment of the basic
change questions which the head of department could ask,
when attempting to use this unsettled or 'dissonant' stage to
begin a successful change process.

• What is the current state?
• What are the problems with the current state?
• What will happen if we don't change anything? (Use planned

neglect technique.)
• Change from what (now); to what (the future)?
• What systems are we trying to change?
• Who are the key people? What is their commitment and

energy?
• What are the key boundaries to be managed?
• What structures and roles are needed to manage the changes?

(Transition plans)
• How will we know how well we're doing? (Evaluation)

The processes and tools in Figure 19 are described as they
apply to each stage. For instance, the technique of forcefield
analysis is most useful when the desired future state is begin
ning to be worked up - at that time, it is essential to estimate
the important forces 'for' and 'against' .

Our head pathologist is now faced with a system that is
(levered) ready for change. There is already some pain and
energy created by the pressures from outside, and the change
process now becomes similar to that outlined in Chapter 2 
once she owns the process herself and begins to build com
mitment around her, then the processes are similar to internal
change processes.

It may be useful at this point to note the most common
causes of failure of organizational change.!
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Visioning
Describe desired

future state

Analyse present
state in terms of
desired futur e

state

- Readin ess and capability
chart ing X (p, 122)

- Forcefield analysis X (p, 60)
- Change equation X (p. 18)

'---"'T'"-------' - Identi fy systems boun daries

Enviro nmental
mappi ng
(identify systems
and boundaries X (p. 12)

Core mission (p. 50)

Determi ne
critical
mass (p, 19)

Define
work to
be done

Transit ion
plan

_-~ Evalu ate X

--8
Actio n planning

Commitment
responsib ility
charting X

x = Process/change techniques

Figure 19 The process of change

• incomplete diagnosis
• starting off too fast (and losing the strategic connection)
• missionary zeal ; the 'flavour of the month'
• losing the senior sponsor
• lack of steering from the steering group
• moving too fast for people to absorb the consequences
• placing demands for (unrealistic) short-term results
• failing to evaluate benefits as they occur
• not monitoring the boundaries
• failing to get key players in the right state of commitment

and support
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• insufficient involvement of the people affected by the changes
• insufficient resources allocated to maintain the programme.

This highlights the need to get the 'key players in the right
condition' so they lead the changes. Without the head of
department's 'ownership ' the pathology department is unlikely
to make changes and survive.

Unplanned Change

When there is a general culture of innovation and change, the
unexpected catalyst can be productive, and the organization
can take advantage of the dissonance it creates. This can only
happen if the key players are in a state of energy and influ
ence, so they will act proactively and feel comfortable with
the stages of change, rather than overwhelmed by the unknown.
In a dynamic culture, they will be more used to risk taking
(see Figure 20).

However, if the organization is unused to change and has a
low tolerance for change, then individuals will suffer more
during imposed change. They may feel loss of control and
will make efforts to restore their own equilibrium and control
of the situation. They may show low risk taking and a prefer
ence for the traditional ways of doing things (see Figure 21).
For instance, while working in one mental health Trust, the
Chief Executive could not get general commitment to her for
mal plans to close a mental hospital. Taking a pragmatic, 'top
down' style, she began to impose the first changes without
the commitment of the 'key' health service staff affected and
the boundary agencies involved (like the local GP's, who wanted
extra payments to cover the patients' medical needs once they
were in the community). Because these changes were imposed
rather than developed with key people, and the appropriate
stages of commitment building had not been worked on, there
were all kinds of resistance. The GPs resorted to the local press,
the BMA and the MOO for discussions about rules for extra
responsibility payment. Social services published alternative
'plans for action' .
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~... ...
........................

...

Expected
change

,¥

Staff act proactively/ Hi gher risk takin g
influ ence organi zation! Creative solutions and
environ ment new behavi ours

Effects more predictable

\ I
Less anxiety than

Less resistance to changepreviously
Degree of acceptance!Invol vement and contro l

commi tment more predictabl e
by people concerned

Anxieties surfaced earlyIncreased security

Figure 20 Planned change: effects on people

Changes
imposed

,¥"

Change feels unpredictable Low risk taking
Low creativity/novelStaff act reactively

behav iour

\ I
Anxiety, uncertainty

Resistance to changeLitt le!no control of
degree, pace, direction Degree of acceptance!
of change commitment unpredictable

No learning about forces
prompti ng change

Figure 2 1 Unplanned change : effects on people
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Figure 22 builds on the change equation to show how to
focus on the three areas of leverage, to increase readiness to
change. In the mental health case, we can see that a new fu
ture vision was needed and that key people needed to own it.
Resistance will be less likely if the forces in the individual
and the system are prepared and committed to change. How
ever, the costs of change are usually high, and each of the
three areas need to be worked on:

• a different vision of the future
• dissatisfaction with the present
• achievable first steps.

It may be useful here to remind the reader of the value of
creating a general culture of change. This would make the system
readier to take up new ideas, whether planned or unplanned,
or coming from external sources. Please see Figures 16 (p. 71)
and 17 (p. 72), which describe, very generally, the process of
response to change which people go through variably as change
occurs. It is possible to see these changes both in yourself and
in other people. It is a normal reaction to go through, some
times in quite an extended way. The parallels with the be
reavement process will be noticeable to the perceptive reader.

Assessing Readiness to Change

Figure 23 attempts to bring together in diagrammatic form
some of the individual and system forces you need to iden
tify when assessing readiness to change.

1. The individual

Readers will note that some of the forces in the individual
can be developed through traditional training methods (moti
vation/ skills and knowledge), but some seem to exist as more
personal characteristics (tolerance of ambiguity/self-esteem).
This highlights the need for the manager to take responsibil
ity for helping staff to develop, rather than just training them
in skills.
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Show limitations of the present: This
helps people to see their problems

and to accept them as their own

Build vision of the future : This helps
people to see a more satisfactory

future state

Dissatisfaction with current state

TENSION
DISSONANCE

Drive to reach satisfactory state

Depending upon :
Individual's and system's perceived security
Probability of success

Figure 22 How to increase readiness to change
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+ - Forces in individual(s)

Imposed Change

+ - Forces in the system

Knowledge, skills, competence
Self-awareness
Tolerance of ambiguity
Self-esteem
Motivation

Culture/climate
Status of system in organization
Perce ived consequences of

success or failure
confidence, self-esteem

o

lead to . . .

J
Degree of felt security

5 10

low security level

Response to change will be:

listening
Clarifying
Exploring alternatives
Evaluating
Incorporating new data

Response to change will be:

Rejection
Suppression
Distortion
Procrastination
Regression

High security level

Figure 23 Diagnosing readiness to change
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2. The system

Even if the system has developed a culture of change, as dis
cussed earlier, there are still other factors to consider in esti
mating the likelihood of change. For instance, one learning
disabilities unit had such high regard locally that a brave plan
was estimated to have a high chance of success as a change.
The service was perceived locally as an efficient, confident and
caring service; one that was continually reviewing and experi
menting. In this context, one failure for a generally innova
tive system would not be such a disaster; it would have been
seen as a good learning experience. However, it was not an
option the board had discussed.

Of course, these two aspects, the individual and the system,
will interact, depending on the appropriate level of challenge
and support (see Appendix D). For instance, the individual's
tolerance for ambiguity can increase if there is strong support
from colleagues. Similarly, if the system supports experiment
and risk, people who normally have a low tolerance for am
biguity will tend to work at a higher level of uncertainty. For
example, in our pathology example, increasing the research
and development (R&D) component for the service's scientific
officers would increase the problem-finding and problem-solving
component of their job, their job satisfaction and reduce their
repetitive work. Their interest in the job would therefore in
crease and so turnover would reduce and services would im
prove. This R&D could also produce marketable products, which
could soon improve the financial rewards for staff in bonus
payments.
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Chapter 4 The Nurse as a
Change Agent

If we compare two rather different strategies that a change
agent might use - coercion and participation - the attentive reader
will notice that the latter is my preferred option, since it em
powers participants and they own the changes. However, where
the power is clear and the change agent has control of the
rewards, then coercion can be effective, although it is prescrip
tive and tends to reduce the contribution that staff can make
to the change process. Indeed, sometimes, due to very short
time demands, it is essential. This chapter considers the vari
ous roles of the change agent and, through an in-depth case
study, demonstrates the way the participative style can be used,
by an external change agent.

The Nurse in the System

In the current complexity of the NHS, the nursing profession
provides a backbone of continuity to service delivery. Nurses
have an in-depth knowledge and familiarity of the system,
and have a role of influence and responsibility that is fairly
formally defined and well understood, although it has been
argued that nursing as a profession does not always fully ex
ploit this power! So it could be argued that the position of
nurses in the system is more suited to the coercive approach
than the participative. The demonstrate the difference, we will
observe two different approaches to the same problem.
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Case study 9
ard m nager is told th t surgical patients more information

and preparation lor their oper tion " Th r have been a ream of
complaint , misunder randings and heated dl cu ion b tween
patients, their relati cs and staff.

Usmg coercive pproach, the var manager migh in truct II
contact slaff to spend twe minutes preparing each pol ien 'and I
will check that you ha I" done it'.

Ii, on the other hand, the ward manager adopts a participative
a prnach, she rm ht focu discus Ie on he ISSUP With hpr tall,
ralsl' Concern about current performance (in terms of the chan ie
equation, he mi ht tart b}' increa in dis J(j faction ith the
present) and wor with the team to de elop common VI ion and
commitm nt to change After dev lopin his cornmitrn nt. the s aff
would b encouraged to define th chanKf~~ and to find the most
£'if ctive way of al hievin the oJ reed chang s. Th y nught all
b om' Involved in me uri. g and haring feedbs ck on how tilt'
were doing.

It is evident from this example that the coercive approach can
be immediately effective (when the ward manager is watch
ing!), but the participate approach is generally favoured here,
since it helps the staff learn together, and the changes are owned
by those implementing them. The conclusion therefore might
be that it is more natural to step into a coercive approach in a
hierarchical system, or if time is short. But, if we are con
cerned with developing a renewing organization, an organi
zation that has a general change climate, then the participative
approach might be seen as a better investment. Of course, the
major staff resource of the health service is the nurses, so their
ability to take on change issues is important for the future of
the NHS.

Stress, Strain and Coping

It is the balance of individuals' internal state and skill, and
the support and encouragement they receive from their sur
roundings, that will determine their capacity to deal with
uncertainty. If individuals are put under too much pressure,
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High

Performan ce

MediumoL-------L--- L- _
Strain

Figure 24 Performance at different levels of stress

they will resist change, but if they are part of an organization
that values change, then they are more likely to take risks
and to contribute more to the change effort.

But the behaviour of individuals is a product of the pressors
they feel (stress) and their own adaptive ability (coping). People
can affect the level of strain they feel by manipulating either
the pressors (by changing work practice) or their adaptation
(by training). If there are excessive pressors in work and home
life, and individuals have few coping skills, then they will
feel strain. If they are strained, they have less capacity to con
tribute energy to the demands of the change process. On the
other hand, individuals who are highly adaptable and welcome
challenge may welcome new challenges. To the outsider, they
may appear to have more than their fair share of stressors,
but this is a very individual matter.

Figure 24 shows the usual effects of stress on performance.
With higher stress, the lower the performance. However, a very
low level of arousal (or stress) also produces a poor performance.

So is it important to build a general culture of change in
your organization? It is in such an environment that adapting
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High level of coping/adaptation

Perfonnance

Strain

Figure 25 Different levels of performance varying with adaptation
skills

to the new becomes a part of life and the process of change is
the norm. In a renewing culture, the skill of adaptation be
comes well developed and people can withstand high levels
of pressors.

In order to maintain a workable level of stress for them
selves, individuals will either resist or welcome changes. If
they resist, it might be because they feel close to their thresh
old for stress. When under pressure, people do not have the
capacity to cope with anything more (see Figure 25). For ex
ample, working women, who comprise a high proportion of
nursing staff, often have a set of culturally determined pressors.
Many have to do their housework and care for their family
while maintaining a full-time job. If one of their children is
ill, they have to arrange for a substitute carer before rushing
off to work, decide if a doctor is needed and then they are
preoccupied about the child's health while at work. They there
fore have a high level of pressors on them. Some men too
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may face these pressors. However, much more commonly,
men would not have the nurturing responsibilities and the
preoccupation this might cause at work, which gives women
stress. It is quite clear that a woman's capacity to deal with
new and challenging situations on a day like this would be
rather reduced.

This example highlights the need to consider the total environ
ment of each individual when looking at a person's capacity
to join in the change process and to perform at the highest
level. When we say 'the total environment' we should include
not only the complex of the work organization, but also the
private and personal responsibilities and stressors that people
bring with them. All this will affect their capacity to take on
new ideas, new behaviours and new practices. On one day, a
person's capacity might be much greater than on another, due
to the wide range of straining factors. A good manager will
be in touch with these factors, note the individual's capacity
to take on new challenges at different times and will match
the change process accordingly.

In analysing an individual's capacity, there is no room for
blame. It is preferable to understand the complex processes
and learn to deal with them. The good manager and change
agent will be able to estimate and discuss an individual's capa
city for change, and the likelihood of success. For the man
ager, this will come from their knowledge and concern for
the individuals that work with them, and the openness of their
relationship. It is clear that many change efforts fail because
of a mismatch of the demands it places on individuals and
their capacity, at that time, to deal with them.

What is a Change Agent?

The formal definition of a change agent might be : 'Someone
who identifies major problem areas, identifies the opportuni
ties for change, builds readiness and commitment, builds a
renewing system through creating a climate for change, and
establishes internal capacity to sustain the change effort, evaluate
and review it.' However, individual change agents will clearly
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have different skills and preferences. The continuum of man
agerial behaviour (see Figure 26) shows the wide range of expert
skills that a manager, as change agent, might use. The skill is in
matching these with the needs of each situation.

For instance, it may be more appropriate if the change agent
is building a climate of review and innovation for them to
take a facilitating role. However, if the organization wants an
expert system established (for example, an information system
to monitor the costs of an operating theatre), it might be more
appropriate for the change agent to adopt the expert role, and
get the system 'up and running', because otherwise the knottier
crisis issue of overspending might interfere with the long-term
project aim of building up commitment for a more efficient
service. Clearly, the different roles must be openly negotiated.
It is important to be aware of this continuum and of the choices
you might have when you make and undertake negotiations.
You can only move up and down the continuum if you have
the skills ready and waiting!

There are different ways of promoting change, and there
are also different types of change agent. The three prevalent
models will be described here.

1. External change agent
2. Internal change agent
3. Employee as change agent

1. External change agent

The Health Service is getting more used to employing exter
nal organization development (00) consultants. Such outsiders
have the advantage that they are external to the system, and
often they will operate at the facilitating (process) end of the
continuum, helping to clarify the position and problems, and
work on options. External process consultants, like myself, might
work on the types of projects described throughout this book,
but also perhaps on building internal processes, like team
building or facilitating strategic planning, where outsiders are
valued for their process skills in helping the organization de
velop its own capacity for change.

External expert consultants are also increasingly employed,
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although they are not so pertinent to this book, since their
input is less concerned with facilitating the organization's
strengths in managing change than in prescribing solutions.
They will tend to be employed on technical projects, such as
installing information systems or estimating manpower needed
for a new general hospital.

Some readers may have been employed in the external change
agent role or may be considering moving into this area of work.
They will realize that there are added advantages to being
outside the system. These include the wide perspective this
gives and the opportunity to act as 'honest broker' on behalf
of the client, with other agencies and key people.

On the negative side, there is, on occasions, a disadvantage
when the client or key people have to explain to an outside
consultant, in some detail, things that they and their colleagues
understand as if by osmosis, simply by being part of the sys
tem. This is less of a problem with process consultation than
with expert consultancy. In the latter, detailed knowledge of
the service is essential.

2. Internal change agent

Internal change agents have the advantage of knowing about
the personnel, the current culture, the language and the local
issues. However, they do not have the detachment, and on
occasions they don't have the wide perspective of the exter
nal consultant, the benchmark and message-carrying role . Dis
cussing their role with some of the NHS internal change
advisers, it does appear that some of them find it difficult to
adopt different positions in the organization on different change
projects. For example, they may be a catalyst in one project,
the confidante of the client in another and a coach in another. It
is difficult for both the change agent and others in the organi
zation relating to them to have to shift their behaviour and
roles for the same people in different projects.

The author is familiar with internal change agents who have
used their role well, by adopting some of the catalytic role
while maintaining their internal professional status, and have
initiated significant change. They have managed to do this by
setting up a contract or agreement which mimics the outside
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Are clear about the business they are in

Invest in PR and in Product Development

Manage their internal boundaries well

Have a champion at board level

Relate their activities to the organization's strategy

Say ' No' to low priority work

Network outs ide their organization

Take a business approach to costs

Deliver more than clients expect

Have presence

Behave a little differently, but not too differently!

Turn client needs into wants (with strategic connections)

Are confident they measure up to external consultants

Figure 27 Successful internal consultancies

consultant's practice in negotiating a contract. This formalises
their role in a particular project, and they can set clear objec
tives and processes. They can also allow a little distance be
tween that part of the organization they are working with,
and develop a closeness between the client and the change
agent. When change agents are internal to the system, it is
desirable for them to contract formally with the client in a
very similar way to the external consultant. They should also
be confident that they have the freedom to refuse an assign
ment. Figure 27 shows a list of characteristics that the author
has developed while working with a number of internal change
agents and consultancies.

3. Employee as change agent

Currently, many readers will not have adopted the change agent
role, but some may be wondering how they can use change
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technology within their own managerial work, and indeed may
have been members of standard-setting groups and see this
as a framework, providing some leverage for change. Lancaster
and Lancaster! provide a readable text which describes the
role (in the US) of the nurse as an internal change agent. They
see internal change as a basic management responsibility. They
see a change agent as someone who demonstrates goal-seeking
behaviour, with a clear logical sequence of actions, as some
one who is responsible for :

• stimulation of ideas; diagnosis of need or problem
• assessment of motivation and resources for the change effort
• assessment of capability to change
• diagnosis of the type of change needed
• development of the implementation strategy
• trying out the implementation strategy
• revision of strategies
• implementation
• observation, handling, avoidance of or overcoming resist

ance to the project
• evaluation of the effectiveness of the change
• formulation of recommendations for future action or modi-

fications.

However, their emphasis is rather more with managing and
mobilizing others, and imposing change: 'Once the goals are
established and resources and hindrances are identified, the
change agent can begin to delegate and assign responsibility
to participants.'

Each internal change agent has to develop his or her own
style. But the preference in this book is towards a more en
abling approach, so the organization is left more empowered
to cope with change, after the intervention. However, each
change agent has to find a style that fits their internal status
and preferences, and yet is still effective. It may be that working
for change in your own post can more usefully involve rather
more expert input or more prescriptive methods, but the prin
ciples of change will, of course, be just the same.
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Change Project: An Example

The following case study demonstrates an unplanned change
project, arising from changed external demands on the ser
vice, using an internal change agent.

Demands are changing in genito-urinary (GU) medicine
(known to most as VD clinics), primarily because of the in
crease in HIV infection and the fear of this infection, and the
higher expectations of consumers. In one clinic, this had re
sulted in an increase of complaints to management and dis
ruptions in the clinic from dissatisfied customers. Many of the
staff were aware of the changing demands and wanted to change
their practice to modify the service they provided. Some staff
felt a change in policy was needed: they felt they should be
dealing with 'high risk groups' separately and holding pre
ventive educational sessions. They thought it would be effec
tive but costly, requiring an investment in training, an increase
in staff and a rescheduling of existing staff.

The Business manager was keen to work on the change prob
lem in a well-structured way, and not to be led simply into
paying the bills for increased staff and expensive training
courses that these changes seemed to necessitate. He wanted
a planned service. Because of this, he was refusing to pay for
the huge cartons of condoms that were blocking the clinic,
until the matter had been properly reviewed. These condoms
became a matter of some significance since they reflected the
basic differences in key people's view of the 'business' (or
mission) of the department. Was it preventive or curative? An
outside change consultant was called in to help with the initial
diagnosis.

1. Defining the current state

Environmental mapping with key people demonstrated a com
plex system with many boundary issues (see Figure 28) which
would need addressing in any change process. The demands
on the clinic had recently changed, but the services had not.
Internally, there was no culture of change or innovation to
encourage such changes of response.

Individual, structured interviews (X) were held with a
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transverse slice of the workforce in the clinic and from the
boundaries. Figure 29 portrays a transverse slice. Individuals
from different levels in the structure were selected to repre
sent the widest range of roles and responsibilities from the
'bottom' to the 'top' .

Each of the staff completed the 'health of the organization
questionnaire' (Appendix B). The analysis of this and the
individual interviews revealed:

• a low level of internal cohesion - information was not be
ing widely shared. There were good informal relationships
between staff;
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Boundaries Boundaries

Ward staff - -CEO X

Cl inica l Di rector --X 11- - - - - -71
1I Hospital II consultants xx - - Pathologist X

Chair of Medical Committee --- X I II --RecordsI I supervisor XI Reception X I
I' Junior II

Business managers- ---XX I I Medical I
staff XX

I ------1 1
I Health I -----Health education XI advisers XXXX I

11------1 1
P h I XX I Nurses I

syc 0 ogy - - - - II ~~ ~X II -----AIDSsupport groups X

11 ---
11

Figure 29 Transverse slice of workforce in GU cl inic

• the clinic had a low level of creative th inking and cultural
problem-solving;

• the clinic had confused 'mission', policy-making and policy
implementation;

• the clinic had poor information systems. Although some
junior individuals were initiating their own monitoring sys
tems, these were done mostly in isolation;

• staff development w as occurring within discipline, but was
not closely related to the department's 'miss ion';

• poor relationships with purchasers.

A lack of cross-professional communication is generally seen
in organizations that are low in innovation.'

Overall it appeared that there were some good new ideas
from individuals, particularly at the shop-floor level, but there
was some difficulty in bringing these ideas to fruition. Cer
tain ideas were identified:

• 'We could save minutes off each attendance if we extended
the nursing role. '
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• 'If we could even up the patient flow, we would reduce
waiting time.' A mixed appointment and walk-in system
was suggested.

• Information systems: 'Apparently, we are not doing the same
amount of work we did a year ago with half the number of
doctors. Perhaps the cases have changed? We don't know
enough about our case mix to make the best use of time or
staff.'

• Reviewing pathology tests: 'Why do we do so many? It's
very costly and some tests are not even related to VD.'

This information was shared, first, with those staff who had
contributed and then with other key people, both in and on
the boundaries of the GU clinic. It was agreed that those with
the ideas on change (the shop-floor staff) should be given as
sistance to bring their ideas to fruition.

2. Describe future state

A project group was formed, consisting of the key people. This
group began to define the desired future for the clinic to drive
the changes through.

3. Present to future state analysis

3.1 Readiness and capability

This was estimated (see Table 2). It listed the key people and
their readiness and capability for the proposed changes (X rep
resents current level and 0 the potential level). If capability
was low, less time would be spent in working with the indi
vidual. In other words, if someone has no further potential as
a resource to the change effort, then it is less efficient to spend
time with someone less capable of helping (see reverse score
of Business manager). This showed where the effort should
be directed.

3.2 Forcefield analysis

This was compiled from an analysis of the key people and
showed where some of the difficulties were (see Figure 30).
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For instance, some individuals were pushing for change, but
they were not very good at formulating ways of making the
changes.
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Table 2 GU clinic: readiness/capability charting from the client's
charting

Readiness Capability

Key players High Medium Low High Medium Low

Doctor 1 O--X OX
Doctor 2 OX OX
Doctor 3 O--X 0 X
Business manager X--O OX
Nurse manager OX OX
Community nurse 1 0 X O--X
Community nurse 2 O--X OX
Health adviser 1 OX OX
Health adviser 2 O--X OX
Health adviser 3 O--X OX
Psychologist O--X OX
Records officer O--X O--X
Reception 1 0 X OX
Reception 2 0 X OX

X = Current level
o = Potential level

3.3 Change equation

This is really a shorthand way of indicating the three areas in
which to apply the pressure:

(1) building up a vision of the future that people want;
(2) making them dissatisfied with current performance;
(3) showing that it is easy to change by designing the first

steps.

But (1) X (2) X (3) must be greater than the cost of change,
which is usually high.

All readers will be aware of the difficulty involved in mak
ing any changes in large organizations. It often seems easier
to continue to do things the same way. The change agent there
fore has to be skilled in using 'levers' to make the organization
realize that changes are preferable to standing still. The change
equation outlines the areas of focus that can create dissonance
and upset the current state, and push organization into feel
ing change is less costly than staying the same.
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3.4 Summary of 'leverage'

In the GU clinic, it was clear that there was increasing inter
est an a different 'future' . In particular, those staff in close
contact with the public felt that things could improve. They
knew things could be done better. As they gathered support
for change, they encouraged the idea that the service need
not stay the same. They used their strong informal friendships
to gather support for these views and extend it to other staff.
This had the effect of seemingly making the 'cost of change'
decrease.

The forcefield analysis (see Figure 30) had shown that many
forces were working for change (on the left) . These became
more obvious during the project group meetings. A top priority
was seen as a new mission statement. They tried out the follow
ing wording: 'A clinic selling preventative and treatment ser
vices for those with, or at risk of, sexually transmitted diseases.'

Once the mission was agreed, the steering group saw the
need to negotiate with related services (their boundaries). If
they were to become more involved in preventative approaches,
they needed to involve other groups and staff, such as the
health education department, the local authority education de
partment, medical school and nursing staff, and so on, and to
have patients prepared accurately by GPs for their visit to the
clinic. Fairly informal arrangements already existed with AIDS
services and local high risk groups, like the gay community,
but these links had to become much more efficient and a
recognised part of a new preventative service. This meant some
work on negotiating with boundary agencies that already existed
and improving communications to help the unit work to its
'new' mission.

4. Define work to be done

Remember how economical it can be to find one area that needs
changing which automatically reduces work at other pressure
points? For instance, rescheduling an HIV clinic (where each
individual needing more time is allocated to a particular ses
sion in the week) might reduce the long waiting time for other
patients who have just dropped in for some swift check-up. If
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it provided in-depth counselling skills part time and, there
fore more economically, this could lead to a reduction in the
number of complaints received from AIDS patients who needed
highly skilled counselling. It was also expected to reduce the
complaints and violence from frustrated attenders, who had a
long wait.

In checking which areas to begin with, and looking for poss
ible domino effects, the clinic focused on:

• policies
• working procedures
• control and information systems
• training methods.

In the clinic, the first emphasis was on improving informa
tion systems. Some of the ward staff were already collecting
their own limited information, since they were unsure what
was happening and wanted to know how well their bit of the
service was doing. The Business manager was unsure of the
overall performance of the ward and how much it all cost, so
contracting was a big problem for him.

Once together in the project group, the staff expressed their
increasing concern that they had no check on performance or
efficiency, and on ways of monitoring improvements in their
own practice. Ward staff also demanded systems that could
give more information in current performance. This perceived
need for information became a corner stone for the transition
plan. The staff also recognised that better communications were
needed between ward staff, the boundary groups and key
individuals.

Once better formal communications were developed, other
key issues had a clearer route to follow. For example, discus
sions with the pathology department on appropriate types of
testing became much easier to initiate once the channels of
communication were open for policies to be developed, agreed
and monitored.

5. Transition planning

There were particular difficulties for this group when manag
ing the transition state.
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1. Referring back to the section on resistance to change (see
Chapter 2), the reader will remember the dual focus on :

(a) the individual's security level;
(b) the organization's tolerance for change.

Many individuals were not keen on change and found the
ideas highly threatening. The organization was similarly not
used to innovation to change.

2. Also, many projects flounder because transitions need more
resources. Keeping the current 'show in the road', as well
as developing new ways of working, can be personally
draining and costly in human and financial resources. In the
GU clinic, unchanged day-to-day services had to be managed
alongside new practices (for example, the new HIV work).

3. Both formal and informal systems were changing with some
loosening of traditional practices. This unfreezing stage also
allowed leadership potential in existing staff to be identi
fied and encouraged. Specific tasks were agreed at the project
group, as shown in Table 3 (see Chapter 2).

In summary, the clinic had begun to work out its own solu
tions to an external pressure, and to use its human resources,
its skilled staff, in new ways. The emphasis was more in de
veloping processes and systems that gave information, and
allowed appraisal and review, so the service could change and
renew as external conditions changed.

Table 3 Task analys is for transitions

Doctors Business
Task 2 3 manager Receptionist CEO Psych ologist Project

leader

Gather information
on current
wait ing time I I I I R 0 S

Set up HIV clinic R S S S S 0 S
Arrange counselling

train ing course for :
Doctors S S R I 0 S R
Health advisers I I I S 0 S R

Set up weekly
ward meetings S S S S S R

I = informed; R = responsible; S = Support; 0 = no role .
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Chapter 5 Identifying
Training and Development
Needs

Management Style

Knowing more about yourself, your range of skills, the way
you prefer to function both interpersonally and in teams, is
essential in managing change and getting the best from the
people you manage. This chapter includes exercises designed
to help you assess your own behavioural style, and to give
you an opportunity to develop a wider range of style. They
might best be done as part of training or during 'time-out'
with your own team.

Exercise 7: Management style
Consider the vexed question of parking spaces. You have three
priority spaces to be allocated to the 24 staff of a day hospital for
the elde rly . You have managerial charge of thi s team and your brief
is to give management an answer as soon as possible . Whose names
are to be put on the three spaces? (Remember this exercise is
intended to increase your flexibility of response.)

To do this exercise, you have to get all the team together and
tackle the issue in a variety of styles.

1. Tell them what you have decided (autocratic) .
2. List the rational arguments and, after discussion, take a vote for

the best option (rationalist).
3. Facil itate the discussion around certain agreed key issues, letting

feelings be displayed and the preferred team option emerge
(facilitator) .
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These three styles may not all be as easy for you as each other. See
which preferred style you adopt immediately and then try the others
in turn. Invite feedback from the other team members on how they
felt with your preferred styles, then adopt your less-preferred styles .

This exercise can be undertaken with a group of managers of the
same level playing roles, or a multi-disciplinary team. The best
outcome can be achieved if leaders choose to swop management
styles and follow the rules for feedback given later in this chapter
(p.106) .

This exercise is one simple example, very briefly described,
which can be used to estimate and develop your own man
agement styles. Many other exercises exist (see Margerison'
and MCB University Press"), which can be useful in extend
ing your repertoire.

The Self-assessment Tool

The self-assessment tool has been developed for managers in
the Health Service so that they can learn about themselves
and the way they are perceived by other people (see Exercise
8). It uses self-appraisal, as well as peer and 'boss' appraisal.
It provides a rich way in which to develop your own plans to
get the wide range of skills you need for different occasions
and for various demands. Having a wide range of skills in
your repertoire will give you greater flexibility and control,
and a better chance to take advantage of change opportunities.

The tool is designed to be used by:

1. yourself and ideal self (as self-assessment)
2. peers (about you)
3. your boss (about you)
4. subordinates (about you).

1. Yourself

Rate yourselfon the items listed, then rate your ideal self This
will give you the levels you feel you can aspire to, and it will
also provide a discrepancy score; that is, the difference between
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your current self and your ideal self. This gives you a realistic
appraisal of what you are aiming at and what you want to
work on.

2. Peers

Invite a colleague you trust, and who knows you and your
performance reasonably well, to fill in the schedule for you.
Make it clear at the outset how you plan to use the results.
You could suggest that you will discuss it later with your
colleague, or you could suggest that you will be taking it away
and will never mention it again! This should be agreed at the
outlet.

If you choose someone whose opinion you don't value, the
results will be rejectable, and you will be in danger of select
ing only those results you wish to hear!

3. Boss

This is tricky in an era of performance review and staff ap
praisal. However, there is good evidence that performance varies
with situations and relationships, so getting the widest range
of perceptions about your personal performance and skill will
demonstrate to you the range of behaviours at your own dis
posal. It may also demonstrate that you are under-using some
skills in certain relationships. For instance, it may be easier
for you to express strong feelings with subordinates, but you
may find it harder to do it with your boss. However, a genu
ine demonstration that this really matters to you could be useful
in making a case to your boss.

4. Subordinates

This is another tricky area. You will need to consider how
this exercise will be viewed by your subordinates. This will
mean discussing the reasons for doing it quite clearly and openly
before you ask them to help by filling in the schedule. With
some subordinates, it may be seen as an opportunity to 'curry
favour' or to 'settle old scores' . Either way, the assessment
may be difficult for you to use. As with the boss, it is essential
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to decide beforehand how much you will value the results
you have invited.

5. The process of getting feedback

It may be useful here to outline some rules for feedback.
Ground-rules about the process of giving and receiving feed
back about yourself could be structured by giving each of your
assessors the following list. This could become part of the
contract to help you, and would indeed control the kind of
content that is given back to you, and could maximize its use
fulness . It may also reassure your colleagues about your re
actions to their ratings of you!

The giver should:
• be specific-not general
• be considerate and helpful - bad feedback can be damaging
• address behaviours that can be changed - not unchangeables

(for example, 'You're too tall'.)
• give feedback as soon as you can - it is more effective in

changing behaviour
• check with the receiver - ensure he or she understands the

message
• be descriptive - not evaluative
• Say, for example, 'You made me feel unsettled' - not 'You

unsettle everyone.'

Remember: Feedback is given for the receiver's benefit - not the
giver's!

As receiver you should:
• only ask for feedback you want
• only ask people you trust, otherwise it's rejectable if you

don't like it
• ask for clarification if you don't understand
• avoid arguing, justifying, denying
• make your own choice about what to do with the informa

tion (ponder, accept, seek more information)
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Exercise 8: Self-assessment of management
skills
The aim of this inventory is to help you learn more about your
managerial performance from people around you. You might l ike to
fill it in for yourself, your ideal self, then ask your boss, a peer and a
subordinate, but on ly if you feel that they will be helpful and truthful
in their scoring. (0 indicates never true and 5 always true .
Circle the appropriate number.) There is space to add your own
items .

Self Name
(1) Evaluates and changes own performance 0 1 2 3 4 5
(2) Tolerates conflict 0 1 2 3 4 5
(3) Describes own values clea rly 0 1 2 3 4 5
(4) Can exp ress strong feeli ngs 0 1 2 3 4 5
(5) Handl es criticism 0 1 2 3 4 5
(6) Can reflect opinion 0 1 2 3 4 5
(7) Can ref lect feel ings 0 1 2 3 4 5
(8) Manages own stress 0 1 2 3 4 5
(9) Effectively manages time 0 1 2 3 4 5

(10) Knows own strengths and weaknesses 0 1 2 3 4 5
(11) Adapts personal sty le to fit the situation 0 1 2 3 4 5
(12) Receives feedback constructively 0 1 2 3 4 5
(13) Actively learns from everyday experience 0 1 2 3 4 5
(14) Recogn izes the stress in own life 0 1 2 3 4 5
(15) Manages own strengths and weaknesses

well 0 2 3 4 5
(16) Can energise others 0 2 3 4 5
(17) Has the ability to make others feel good

about themselves 0 2 3 4 5
(18) Transmits own values, in a clear and simple

manner 0 2 3 4 5
(19) Processes data rapid ly 0 2 3 4 5
(20) Copes with uncertainty and dilemma 0 2 3 4 5
(21) Can co nceptual ise in abstract terms 0 2 3 4 5
(22) Can tra nslate princi ple into practice 0 2 3 4 5
(23) Can take a 'he li copter' object ive view 0 2 3 4 5
(24) Welcomes challenge 0 2 3 4 5
(25) Has posit ive self- regard 0 2 3 4 5
(26) Can engender leadership in othe rs 0 2 3 4 5
(27) 0 2 3 4 5
(28) 0 2 3 4 5

Self and others
(1) Relates well to staff ar all levels 0 2 3 4 5
(2) Is sensitive to others' val ues 0 2 3 4 5
(3) Uses appropriate listening/talking balance 0 2 3 4 5
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(4) Understands underlyi ng group pro cesses 0 2 3 4 5
(5) Is influenced by others 0 2 3 4 5
(6) Can gain group support 0 2 3 4 5
(7) Can mot ivate a group 0 2 3 4 5
(8) Uses confrontation constructively 0 2 3 4 5
(9) Negotiates constructi vely between

competing views 0 2 3 4 5
(10) Listens actively 0 2 3 4 5
(11) Instructs clearly 0 2 3 4 5
(12) Recognises others' feel ing accurately 0 2 3 4 5
(13) Can sell ideas 0 2 3 4 5
(14) SuiIds on the contribution of others 0 2 3 4 5
(15) Can clar ify unstructured group ideas 0 2 3 4 5
(16) Handles group confl ict constructi vely 0 2 3 4 5
(17) Can encourage appropriate participat ion 0 2 3 4 5
(18) Can keep a group 'on task' 0 2 3 4 5
(19) Can close a group effect ively 0 2 3 4 5
(20) Gives feedback constructively 0 2 3 4 5
(21) Demands excellence of self and others 0 2 3 4 5
(22) Can conve y meaning in a simple way 0 2 3 4 5
(23) D iscrim inates between the essential and

the desirable 0 2 3 4 5
(24) Delegates clearly 0 2 3 4 5
(25) Readily takes decisions 0 2 3 4 5
(26) Is good at managing change 0 2 3 4 5
(27) 0 2 3 4 5
(28) 0 2 3 4 5

Self and organization
(1) Has the abi l ity to get speedi ly to the heart

of the matter 0 2 3 4 5
(2) Uses resources imaginati vely 0 2 3 4 5
(3) Identifies the critical factors impacti ng on

him/h er 0 2 3 4 5
(4) Creates a common vision with those around 0 2 3 4 5
(5) 0 2 3 4 5
(6) 0 2 3 4 5
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Ratings by :

Summary sheets

Summary of self
(1) Evaluates and changes own performance
(2) Tolerates conflict
(3) Describes own values clearly
(4) Can express strong feelings
(5) Handles criticism
(6) Can reflect opinion
(7) Can reflect feelings
(8) Manages own stress
(9) Effectively manages time

(10) Knows own strengths and weaknesses
(11) Adapts personal style to fit the situation
(12) Receives feedback constructively
(13) Actively learns from everyday experience
(14) Recognizes the stress in own life
(15) Manages own strengths and weaknesses

well
(16) Can energize others
(17) Has the ability to make others feel

good about themselves
(18) Transmits own values, in a clear and

simple manner
(19) Processes data rapidly
(20) Copes with uncertainty and dilemma
(21) Can conceptualize in abstract terms
(22) Can translate principle into practice
(23) Can take a 'helicopter' objective view
(24) Welcomes challenge
(25) Has positive self-regard
(26) Can engender leadership in others
(27)

(28)

Summary of self and others
(1) Relates well to staff at all levels
(2) Is sensitive to others' values
(3) Uses appropriate listening/talking balance
(4) Understands underlying group processes
(5) Is influenced by others
(6) Can gain group support
(7) Can motivate a group
(8) Uses confrontation constructively
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(9) Negotiates constructively between
competing views

(10) Listens actively
(11) Instructs clearly
(12) Recognises others' feelings accurately
(13) Can sell ideas
(14) Builds on the contribution of others
(15) Can clarify unstructured group ideas
(16) Handles group conflict constructively
(17) Can encourage appropriate participation
(18) Can keep a group 'on task'
(19) Can close a group effectively
(20) Gives feedback constructively
(21) Demands excellence of self and others
(22) Can convey meaning in a simple way
(23) Discriminates between the essential and

the desirable
(24) Delegates clearly
(25) Readily takes decisions
(26) Is good at managing change
(27)
(28)

Summary of self and organization
(1) Has the ability to get speedily to the

heart of the matter
(2) Uses resources imaginatively
(3) Identifies the critical factors impacting

on him/her
(4) Creates a common vision with those

around
(5)

(6)

6. Results

The results from your evaluation can be gathered on the sum
mary sheets provided. You can enter the rater's name and / or
position at the top and list their scores. Then it is easy to scan
the high and low points of your scores and to note the
discrepancies.

You may find that your own scores do not match others'
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view of you, and possibly might be closer to your own ideal.
This will give you some ideas on your own development and
training needs, but it may also suggest certain skills you have
but don't use commonly, or might be useful more often or in
different situations.

A management skills checklist might be useful now (see
Exercise 9). This personal checklist allows you, firstly, to score
the skills that are important to your job and, secondly, to high
light how good you are in these skills. Knowing your deficits
and your strengths is a good way of understanding which
ones you are naturally good at, and making a case to your
senior officers for further training! Also, it can help to select
people around you who complement your own skills. These
kind of assessments are also useful in giving confidence about
your diversity of skills.

Exercise 9: Management skills checklist
There are many skills that managers need to perform effectively in
their jobs . This exercise presents a list of the most common skills,
although not all jobs will demand them. Which skills are important
in your job? How well developed are your skills in each area? Which
do you feel you need extra opportunities to develop ? Score your
skills on a scale of 0-10.

Skill Importance
in job

How
good at

(1) Motivating people to do things
(2) Building a good team
(3) Communicating well
(4) Handling grievances
(5) Disciplining subordinates
(6) Chairing or conducting meetings 1----+------1
(7) Briefing people
(8) Interviewing
(9) Getting on with other people

(10) Leading a group
(11) Persuading and influencing

other people
(12) Managing your time
(13) Assessing yourself
(14) Making presentations
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(15) Writing reports
(16) Making decisions
(17) Planning work
(18) Setting targets /goals
(19) Organizing people and tasks
(20) Analyzing and diagnosing

problems
(21) Designing and implementing

procedures or systems
(22) Delegating
(23) Allocating work
(24) Assessing job performance of

others
(25) Counselling and developing

subordinates
(26) Writing job descriptions
(27) Costing and other financial

matters
(28) Developing own technical

job skills

When you have rated each skill for both aspects (importance and
how good you are at them), look back and identify those with the
biggest difference between the two rating scores - that is, high on
importance, but low on 'good at' . These are your key development
needs.

Management Arenas

It might be useful at this stage to suggest that, rather than
develop all the skills your job requires, you might consider
the potent effect of networking. Kotter and Lawrence" in their
study of US mayors showed that, although an individual's
tasks and skills can be wide-ranging and strong, at times the
network can compensate for deficits in certain areas (see Fig
ure 31). This will depend on the agenda item that's being
worked and the domain or area of operation that's being
undertaken. Some examples might demonstrate how a good
manager can compensate for deficits in his or her own skills.
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Figure 31 Management arenas (loosely based on Kotter and
Lawrence, Mayors in Actions, Wiley, 1974)

Case study 10
If a ward rnanagt!r finds public speaking difficult, he or she lllay
either choose to train up that skill , in order to promo e the ward's
successes, or choose to network and iind someone close who i
good public speaker.

In one hospice, hE' chief executive fostered his s scond-in-lin -ho
was an all going amhitiou youn!! man, very skilled in public
pre entation . The two used each other for their complementary skills;
the chid xecutive help d the younger man with his career, while
the second-in -lint! promoted the imJge of the hospic for fundraising
on public platforms. If it is no always po ible to develop the full
range of skills yourself, networking can compensate.

Check Exercise 9 and Figure 31 and note your own individual
skills for certain different areas of operation. Check off any
areas where networking may be advised for the different
agendas and domains.
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1. Group assessment

In any group, people will adopt different roles at different
times, according to the task and their preference, although some
roles will more commonly be adopted by some people than
others. Belbin's Situational Management Questionnaire" has been
widely used for group performance and identifies the most
powerful roles in a team (see Figure 32).

This tool is recommended for readers to study in more depth.
It must be obvious that too much duplication of roles could
be dysfunctional in a team. For instance, two completers could
spend their time arguing over detail; too many company work
ers can have a stultifying effect.

It is particularly important in building new teams which
are to steer an organization through change that people with
complementary types of roles are chosen. If they are not, and
new roles need developing, it is important to give training
and reorientation opportunities, so they could, if they wished,
develop their second most preferred role.

Women in Management

Because of the high proportion of women in nursing, this sec
tion is included partly to help managers develop the female
potential in their workforce, but also to share the particular
pressures women undoubtedly experience.

Few women attain top management jobs, but the Opportu
nity 2000 initiative is at least setting new targets and helping
with training and so on. Women students feel it a distinct
disadvantage being a woman if they want a job in management.'

A number of reasons for this low proportion have been
postulated. These include the possibility that the value sys
tems of current management are built on male attributes, which
are not the values that women share, and so they simply don't
apply for top jobs. But it has also been suggested that some
women simply are not given appropriate career development
opportunities, are given less risky projects.

Work has been done with groups of women to examine their
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views of management and to see how congruent they were
with the current managerial models. The models they devel
oped for themselves as more acceptable, suggested a more
'nurturing' style, using words like 'caring, compromise, valu
ing others' . They used less of the' telling and directing', which
were descriptive words they found when working with mixed
groups of managers, and which are found in most training
textbooks" - leadership, motivation, communication, interaction,
decision making, goal setting, control and performance. Women
are also less likely to get credit for good work - see Tannen."

As stated earlier, this section has been included to highlight
the particular needs of organizations to develop the potential
in their women staff, but also for women managers reading
this book to feel reassured that it is well recognized that their
role is not easy, and the strain is shared by many other women
managers.

Cooper and Davidson" specify the problems and pressures
that they isolated as 'specific to women managers' :

• burdens of coping with the role of being the' token' woman
• lack of role models
• a feeling of isolation
• strains of coping with prejudice and sex stereotyping
• overt and indirect discrimination from fellow employees,

employers, and the organizational structure and climate.

Of the stresses ' intrinsic to the job', they found:

• work overload
• feeling undervalued
• 'being the boss'
• having to acquire male managerial skills
• being unable to attend training away from home.

It is interesting to note that this research found that success
ful women managers showed all the abilities and skills of their
male counterparts, and indeed in some studies some were
somewhat superior. This may simply confirm the view that
successful women managers have adopted male values and
performance, and have succeeded by fitting in. Indeed, male
role models are usually the predominating ones in our suc
cessful organizations, so it is difficult for women to learn from
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other successful females and build up managerial skills that might
fit their preferences better. One particular problem relates to suc
cessful women being described as both assertive or pushy.

Research on conversation shows that women do not gener
ally get as much ' air time' as men, and women who do inter
rupt and insist on 'air time' equivalent to men are seen as
persistent, tenacious and annoying by their male colleagues.
One woman described her high profile work as an executive
as 'walking a tightrope'. She felt that colleagues, observers
and subordinates were simply waiting for her to make a mis
take and fall.

At a recent workshop with a group of middle and senior
women managers from a psychiatric hospital, some of the con
clusions were highly congruent with this research, and it seemed
worth summarising their conclusions here, simply to demon
strate how women can help themselves to develop their po
tential more fully in what, to many female readers, must appear
to be a hostile managerial environment.

Case study 11: Women managers' group
The group consisted of mainly middle and senior manager working
in a psychiatric hospital. They met for some months and had
concentrated mainly on practical issues, like developing a creche and
.I more svrupathetic shift system. The IS~UC~ that were raised at this
event concerned:

• isolation and the need to network: As women were in a minority
in senior managerial positions, it was seen as essential to develop
mutual support and role models;

• assertion and confidence: displaying a confident persona meant
demonstrating exactly where you stood and making that cI ar to others:

• ambition: 'If I'm happy, why incur the pain of going any further?'
• me at work, me at home: there seemed to be a strong conflict of

role and a need to resolve the tension between the demands of
horne and work;

• manager role versus carer role: this might have been specific to
the p ychiatric situation. Many of the enior managers had come
up through the caring profession and found thai 'the cut-throat,
knife edg , manag rnent style created conflict for them:

• emotional expression: learning to hendle confli t without being
accused of being a 'neurotic woman'!
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It might be interesting 0 note a selection of individual action plans
after this workshop:

• ' I n ed to manage lressful ituation better, to deal with emotion
and to find an cept: ble way of d aling ith conflict.

• ' I need to be If-assured, 0 communica t' clear m s g about
exactly wher I stand.'

• 'I need to plan a clear career path nd get a champion .'

Cooper and Davidson? provide a summary of guidance for
women managers which may not apply to all women readers,
but nevertheless makes useful reading.

• Establish your priorities: this will involve negotiating home
and work, particularly if the woman's career must take pre
cedence and mobility for the rest of the family is required.

• Be assertive and speak up: learn to say 'No' and avoid self
effacing behavior.

• Take risks, but learn from your mistakes: this may counteract
the normal stereotype of women as more cautious.

• Maintain career visibility: be seen at the right committees and
engage in the right activities.

• Focus on the relevant: don't just keep busy, but do those jobs
central to your role plus those that will be noticed by top
management.

• Be strong: have the courage and confidence to do what you
think is right, regardless of the pressures.

• Look out for yourself: keep politically aware - watch your
back!

• Help other women: not only will this give you mutual sup
port with the same kind of problems, but in the long run it
will develop an 'old girl network' which could challenge
the old boy network for successful career development and
recruitment.

Women are not reaching the senior management positions they
are capable of. This appears to be partly due to a reluctance
to fit into 'male' value systems, but it is also related to the
general social disadvantages of being a woman, like maintaining
home responsibilities alongside work pressures.
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Appendix A Managing Your
Own Change Project

The following exercise is included here to bring together all the steps
you will need in following your change project.

Figure 33 Summary of actions
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1. Open system analysis: Identifying your current management
concerns/issues

(a) Are you happy with your own role ?
(b) Do you need further assessment/training/ro le mod if ication?

(See ' Ro le Effect iveness Profile ' in Appen dix C.)

(c) Are you happy wi th your unit 's performance?
(d) Wh at is the unit's mission ?
(e) Wh at are the variou s demands on the unit?
(f) Wh at are the various unit responses to these demands?
(g) Wh at are the unmet demands?
(h) Wh at are the boundary systems? Identify key peopl e and key

dom ain s (envi ronmental mappin g).
(i) Do you manage these systems well ?
(j) What are the strengths and weaknesses in your unit? It may

help to look at all the arenas (indi viduals, tasks, formal
organi zation, informal organization ).

(k) Wh at is the culture of change? Should thi s be increased or
decreased?

(I) What happen s if your unit doesn't change? Describe wh at
things w ill look l ike if you do nothing.

2. Defin ing the future

(a) Check against yo ur envi ronmental map and taking your key
dom ains ask:

• Wh at dem and do you want it/them to be makin g on your
unit?

• Wh at responses would you like to be makin g?

(b) Compose future scenarios as if you were taking a heli copter
vi ew. Wh at would look di fferent? (Take a future vi ew that
seems attai nable, not one that is too far away.)

3. What changes are needed?

These changes should be clearer if you compare your present w ith
your future. Are these changes in: attitudes, behaviours, pol icies, methods?

4. Forcefield analysis

(a) What are the forces for and against change? (W hich forces
against can you work w ith ?)

(b) What do you you rself br ing to thi s change effort? (power,
influence, formal and inform al role)

(c) What are the vari ous reasons for want ing change?
(d) Wh ere shou ld you target your efforts?
(e) Who and w hat is vulnerable to change?
(f) Wh ere is the best pl ace to start? (Remember the domino

effect. If you start with one of the problems, w iII oth ers fall
into place more easil y?)
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• You can now look at the desired change you want to make:

Driving for desired change Restraining for desired change----------.. [-----------

------------.. ~----------

Personal
Interpersonal

Group
Organizational

(look at all of
these terms)

l
Capability
H Ml

(g) Have you included all the important variables?
(h) Are there areas where you need more information? If you

need more information, how are you going to get it ?

5. Environmental mapping: this will have suggested where sources of
help might be available. Identify 'key' people. You will need to
bu ild up key people 's readiness and capability. list key people,
and rate thei r readiness and capability.

key people/system Readiness
H M

6. Readiness and capability
Ask of the key people:

(a) How ready (high, medium, low) are the key people to change
in the direction you want?

(b) How capable (high, medium, low) are they at dr iving or
helping the change? (This concerns power and influence,
where influence generally means allocation of resources.)

7. Self-assessment

(a) What do you bring to the change effort? (skill , influence,
motives and motivation)

(b) What is your current state and ability to energ ize the
process?

(c) Are you seen as influential by others ?
(d) Can you control rewards of others ?
(e) What are your reasons for this change?
(f) How do others view your reasons?

Organizational reasons
To improve efficiency,

effectiveness or for unit to
survive

Versus Personal reasons
To reduce pressure
To have a quiet l ife
To get promotion
To impress professional

peers
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Managing Your Own Change Project

This balance must not be seen as too personally advantageous or
you will be seen as personally pushy or empire building.

8 . Leverage: Building a desire for change
Remember the change equation. You have to address each lever
point:

(a) you can create dissatisfaction with the present performance
(b) you can build up a shared vision of the future which is

different
(c) you can suggest some acceptable and easy-made first steps

towards change .

Which one have you chosen to start w ith? The costs are likel y to
be both organizational and individual. Remember to keep an
optimal level of felt security in mind . The organization and the
individual will be more ready to change if the level is neither
too high nor too low. levering too much will produce less
security. You have a delicate balancing act between levering to
create a more uncertain future and less security versus the
tendency to retreat to the old and known.

9. Transition
A transition plan should fit many possible scenarios, with a high
level of uncertainty and instability for the participants. Are you
prepared for the:

Shock -+ Retreat -+ Acknowledgement -+ Adaptation

stages, particularly the first two? What have you done to prepare
others for these stages?

10. Transition plans
What are your plans for managing:

(a) The period of change? Are you building up a steering group,
a project manager, a transition manager or what? Transitions
need different structures and names

(b) The unaffected parts of the system that are your
responsibility?

(c) The organizational integration of your unit during the change
(for example, managing boundaries that will be affected by
these transition plans)?

(d) The future?

11. Building commitment

(a) What is your plan for building commitment?
(b) Which target individuals have you identified?
(c) What is the critical mass (that is, the minimum number of

people who will push this change through)? Develop a plan
for getting the necessary commitment from this critical mass.
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(d) What plans do you have for shifting key people from their
present position (oppose, let, support, make) to the desired
position?

12. Responsibility for transition planning
Take your critical mass and those people directly involved and
see what kind of responsibility (responsible, support, inform) they
should each have for each task. By breaking your tasks into
subtasks, you can check which individual will be responsible and
which you need approval from, and so on . Getting your group
together to develop the chart is a way to develop good
ownership at this stage. Each actor can check his or her
responsibility and call the attention of other actors to any
confusions there might be for who is taking responsibility for
which part of the plan. Remember to minimize the numbers
responsible for each task.

Your plan should be:

• purposeful
• task-specific
• integrated - the activities should be linked
• time-sequenced
• adaptable - things change!
• cost-effective.

13 . Evaluation

(a) How are you planning to decide whether you have been
successful in your change efforts?

(b) What are the transformations you were planning to make,
and how will you know if you have made them?

14. Boundaries

(a) Who else does your critical mass and particularly yourself
need to communicate with?

(b) Who else do you need to inform, instruct and persuade
about the plans? Have you forgotten anyone?
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Appendix B Health of the
Organization Questionnaire

The following form lists 22 characteristics of an organization. First,
on the scale of 1 to 8, rate your organization, as it is today, by put
ting crosses in the appropriate boxes. (NB: 'never true' to the left,
'always true' to the right)

Having completed the list, repeat the exercise, this time putting a
tick in the box that, in your view, represents the ideal organization.

The difference between the tick and the cross, provides an indica
tion of how far you see your organization from being healthy. The
individual differences can be averaged to produce an overall rating.
Where individuals place the marks on each scale will be very sub
jective but the value of the differences can be compared in a group.
In this way it is possible to check the diagnosis of the need for change.

Are there some immediate actions that could be taken to improve
things?

Are there any improvements which are especially important for
the particular change programme being worked on?

Never Always <II
uc:

True True <II...
<II::::

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 is

l. Consistent high-quality
service is emphasized
within the organization.

2. The organization
responds to the needs
and views of its patients.

3. The organization is well
in touch with its
environment, has its finger
on the pulse of things.
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Never Always '"u
True True l::

~

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
~
is

4. The public see the
organization as friendly.

5. The organization's leaders
create an exciting working
environment through
personal attention,
persistence and direct
intervention on every
level.

6. Managers are visible at
all levels, they adopt a
'management by
walkabout' approach.

7. Staff know their
managers well and
what they 'stand for' .

8. The organization has a
well-defined, well-known
set of guiding beliefs
stated in qualitative
terms.

9. General objectives and
values are set forth and
widely shared
throughout the
organization.

10. Information is widely
shared - managers are
open with their staff.

11. Conflict is managed, not
suppressed.

12. The organization will
tryout new ideas and
experiment without
lengthy analysis and
debate.
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Health of the Organization

Never Always QI
v

True True c:e
QI

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 tt::
is

13. People are encouraged
to be entrepreneurial,
creative and innovative.

14. Failure is seen as an
opportunity to learn and
a natural part of
innovation and creativity.

15. Managers assume that
ind ividu als want to take
on more responsibility
and provide opportunities
for them to do so .

16. An effort is made to
inspire people at the
very bottom of the
organization.

17. Management demonstrates
respect for people and
treat them as adults.

18. People work effectively in
multi-p rofessional teams.

19. Individuals are more
concerned with
contribu ting to the
successful implementation
of the task than defending
personal or professional
affairs.

20. Casual, unstructured
seemingly random yet
task-related meetings
frequently happen.

21. The organization's form
is simple, well-understood
and easy to relate to what
it is doing.
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Never Always '"ul':
True True i!:

~
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 is

22. The organization is well-
disciplined, tightly
organized towards its key
tasks yet provides and
allows flexibility and
free dom at the same time.

How would you rate your organization in terms of effec tiveness?

Tick

One of the bes t, extremely effective

Better than many, very effective

OK, generally gets the job done

Effective in some areas, needs revamping in others

Marginally effective

o

o
o

o

o
(Source: E. A. Turrell, Change and Innovation: A Challenge for the NHS,
The Institute of Health Services Management, 1986)
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Effectiveness Profi Ie - Tool
for Self-Assessment

The purpose of this in ventory is twofold:

1. to provide a structured way of th inking about you r cu rrent role ;
2. to enable positive action to be taken to improve you r role effec-

tiveness.

The more honest you attempt to be, the better the quality of data
yo u will get back from this inventory. You will probably need to
think carefully about the questions rather than make instant responses.
Feel free to alter answ ers if you wish. It is not a psychological test.

Each question has three sets of statements which you might make
about you r current role. Tick the one which comes closest to de 
scribing you r experience of your current role. You may choose only
one statement in each set.

Tick

1. (a) My role is very important in thi s

§organization; I feel central here.
(b) I am doing useful and fairly

important work here.
(c) Very little importance is given to

my role in this organization; I feel
peripheral here.

2. (a) My training and expertise are not

§fully utilized in my present role.
(b) My training and knowledge are not

used in my present role.
(c) I am able to use my knowledge and

training very well here.
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3. (a) I have little freedom in my role;

§I am only a messenger.
(b) I operate according to the direction

given to me.
(c) I can take initiative and act on my

own in my role .

4. (a) I am doing normal routine work in

§my role.
(b) In my role I am able to use my

creativity and do something new.
(c) I have no time for creative work in

my role.

5. (a) No one in the organization

§responds to my ideas and suggestions.
(b) I work in close collaboration with

some other colleagues.
(c) I am alone in my role and have

almost no one to consult.

6. (a) When I need some help none is available.

§(b) Whenever I have a problem,
others help me.

(c) I get very hostile responses when
I ask for help.

7. (a) I do not have the opportunity to

§contribute to society in my role.
(b) What I am doing in my role is

likely to help other organizations
or society at large.

(c) I have the opportunity to have
some effect on society at large.

8. (a) I make some contribution to decisions.

§(b) I have no power here.

(c) My advice is accepted by my seniors.

9. (a) Some of what I do contributes to

§my learning.
(b) I am slowly forgetting all that

I learned (my professional knowledge).
(c) I have tremendous opportunities

for professional growth in my role.
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Role-effectiveness Profile

10. (a) I dislike being bothered with problems.

§(b) When a subordinate brings a
problem to me, I help find a solution.

(c) I refer the problem to my boss or
to some other person.

11. (a) I feel quite central in the organization.

§(b) I think I am doing fairly important
work.

(c) My role is peripheral to the
mainstream of the organization.

12. (a) I do not enjoy my role .

§(b) I enjoy my role very much.

(c) I enjoy some parts of my role and
not others.

13. (a) I have little freedom in my role .

§(b) I have a great deal of freedom in my role.

(c) I have enough freedom in my role .

14. (a) I do a good job according to a

§schedule already decided.

(b) I am able to be innovative in my role.

(c) I have no opportunity to be
innovative and do something creative.

15. (a) Others in the organization see my role

§as significant to their work.

(b) I am a member of a task force or a
committee.

(c) I do not work on any committees.

16. (a) Hostility rather than co-operation

§is evident here.

(b) I experience enough mutual help here.

(c) People operate more in isolation here.
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17. (a) I am able to contribute to the

§company in my role .
(b) I am able to serve society at large

in my role .
(c) I wish I could do some useful

work in my role.

18. (a) I am able to influence relevant decisions.

§(b) I am sometimes consulted on
important matters.

(c) I cannot make any independent
decisions.

19. (a) I learn a great deal in my role.

§b) I learn a few new things in my role.

(c) I am involved in routine or unrelated
activities and have learned nothing.

20. (a) When people bring problems to

§me, I tend to ask them to work
them out themselves.

(b) I dislike being bothered with
interpersonal conflict.

(c) I enjoy solving problems related
to my work.

(Source: R. Plant, Managing Change and Making it Stick, Fontana,
1987)
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Support

Challenge and

Challenge and support is one way of describing a culture. For this
we have defined culture as the way things are done around here.

But Different People Like Different
Things!
Challenge and support are experienced differently by different indi
viduals. What I find challenging may be different for you. For in
stance, I may find that you questioning my opinion is quite challenging,
but you disagreeing with it is even more so! But you ma y find ques
tioning your views is rather supporting, it shows an interest in your
view and you like the attention .

Security and the Need for Challenge or
Support
People who are fairly secure will perform best. People very high or
very low in security will not perform so well . If you are having a dif
ficult time getting to grips with a new job, don't understand it well,

QI
U
c::
'"E.g
QI
c..

Low security High security

need for support need for challenge
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and wonder if you really did the right thing taking the job - then you
are likely to feel less secure. On the other hand, if you've been in the
job years, and can do everything before lunch, then you are likely to
feel really secure. Neither of you will be performing to capacity.

So people very high or very low in security won't be performing
as well as those in the middle.

If people at the high end are given challenge, and people at the
low end are given support, they will move into the best performing
zone.

Think of someone in your group or office who never seems pushed,
always ready to pick up a task and work it. Think of another col
league who does the job and never volunteers for extra, and will
never get any medals for industry. They seem impossible to moti
vate and quite content to work below par. What do these people
need; challenge or support, to get them into the best place to per
form well? It's people who feel both challenged and supported that
perform well .

This model works for both organizations and individuals. If I'm
feeling very stretched, my father is ill, many miles away, the wash
ing machine has just bust, and I've been overlooked for promotion,
I may need more support than challenge, to bring me to a good
performance. Small 'hassles' seem to add together to give more strain
than big, single life events.

High Performing Organizations
These often have a culture of high support and high challenge. They
give both, and people in them seek both. However, no one can stay
in the High Performance quadrant for ever, they will take rests or
holidays, and move into one of the other quadrants, resting or accu
mulating energy, recharging their batteries for the next stage of High
Performance.

In order to move into the High Performance quadrant it seems
necessary to move through the high strain quadrant. I have not seen
individuals or organizations make significant changes without some
pain or strain. It seems a necessary part of change into High
Performance.

See the diagram on the opposite page.
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">
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Low Support

Apathy
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Index

adaptation skills
change agents 87-8, 89
and stress 85

administrative work 23

behaviour: changing 15-17
benchmarking 18
bosses: management

assessment 105
boundaries, professional 3-4,

93-4,99
checklist 124
identifying 24
management 46, 48-9, 99

capability for change
case study 96, 97
checklist 122

challenge 82, 133-5
change

causes of failure 75-7
characteristics of effective

change plans 19-20
creating climate of 41-3;

from within 45-51
definition of work

needed 19-20; case
study 99-100

effects of 21-9
equation 18, 33, 97-8
imposed 68-82; case

study 68-9
leadership 36-45
management 103-19, 120-4
pain of 70-7
principles of 11-35

process of 21-2
readiness for change 14-15,

31-5; assessing 69-70,
79-82; case study 31, 96,
97; checklist 122

unplanned 77-9
change agents 83-102

case studies 84, 93-101
definition 87-92
employees as 91-2
external 88-90
internal 90-1
nurses as 91-2

change equation 18, 33, 97-8
coercion 83-4
commitment 20, 24

building 64-6;
checklist 123-4

communication, cross
disciplinary 3-4, 26

case study 95, 99, 100
community teams: cross-

agency 4
competencies, job 6-7
conflict management 26-7, 33
continuity 42, 73
contracts and contracting 2, 4-5

internal change agents 90-1
short-term 42

coping strategies 30, 85
core competencies 6-7
core purpose

organizations 11-12
cost consciousness 4-5
costs of change 18, 19,40,97,99

reducing 72-4
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Index

critical mass 19-20, 66
current state see present

delegation 41-2
demands 13, 46

responses to 13, 46
development needs, staff 79

identifying 103-19
diagnosis 14-15, 46-50
diagonal slice 20, 21
discriminating competencies 6,

7
dissatisfaction with status

quo 18
dissonance 33-5, 71-4
domains 12-13

effectiveness: evaluation of 57
efficacy: evaluation of 56
efficiency: evaluation of 57
employees: as change

agents 91-2
environment: total 87
environmental mapping 12,

48-9, 62
case study 93-4
checklist 122

equilibrium 33-5, 71
evaluation 51-66

case study 100
checklist 124
exercises 56-8

expert role: change agents 88
external change agents 88-90

facilitating role: change
agents 88

feedback: management
assessment 106

first steps: change 19
fit, concept of 54, 60
forcefield analysis 60, 62, 75

case study 96-7, 98, 99
checklist 121

formal organization: transition
plans 27-9

formative evaluation 51

freezing stage 35
future state, describing 13

checklist 121
case study 96

goals 52
group roles 114, 115

leaders 36-7, 39

health of organization 63
case study 94
characteristics 2-3, 5-6
questionnaire 6, 125-8

hierarchies: NHS 3-4
honeymoon period 25

ideal self: management 104-5,
110-11

imposed change 68-82
incremental approach to

change 19
individuals

challenge and support
for 133-4, 135

mobility of 42
new beginnings 26-7
pain of change for 70-7
readiness to change 31-3,

79-81, 82
see also key people

informal organization 26, 27
information: guarding of 3-4
information systems: case

study 94, 95, 100, 101
innovation 41-2
innovative organizations 3

less innovative: characteristics
of 3-5

internal change agents 90-1

key people 19-20
changes in 42
commitment to change 76,

77
identifying 62
readiness for change 15;

checklist 122
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leadership 26-7, 33, 36-45
creating climate for

change 41-3
group roles 36-7, 39
initiating change 40-1
role in change 38-9
styles 36-8
teamwork and 39-40,

44-5
learning organizations 3, 5-6
learning process: transition

as 33-5
leverage 17-19, 33-5

case study 97-8, 99
checklist 123

loose-tight paradox 41-2

management 5
change exercise 120-4
characteristics of good 6-7
self-assessment tool 104-12
women in 114-18

management arenas 112-14
case study 113

management skills
checklist 111-12

management styles 103-4
exercise 103-4

managerial work 23, 42
matching 39
mission statements 50

case study 99
missions 11-12, 50-1

networking 112-13
women managers 117, 118

neutral zone 25
NHS: changes in 1, 2
nurses

as change agents 91-2
in system 83-4

objectives: setting 51-2
open systems analysis 12-13

checklist 121
open systems theory 45-51
operational tasks 42-3

Index

organization areas:
identifying 62

organization development
consultants 88-90

organizations: high
performing 134-5

see also open systems; systems
ownership 28, 69, 74, 79

pain 18, 40, 70-7, 134
participation 83-4
peers: management

assessment 105
performance

effects of stress 85-7
problems 15-17

planned neglect test 24, 49
present state

defining 11-13; case
study 93-6

dissatisfaction with 18
present to future state analysis:

. case study 96-9
project managers 20
project teams 20
promotion: internal 25-6

readiness for change see
change

renewal stage 26-9
renewing organizations 41-4
resignations 25
resistance to change: case

study 101
resource requirements 5,

14-15, 27, 101
responses to demand 13, 46
responsibilities

key people 20
leaders 38-9

role effectiveness
questionnaire 63-4, 129-32

role modelling 26, 33

scenario planning,
multiple 14-15, 62

security 133-4
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self-assessment
questionnaire 63-4,
129-32

self-assessment tool,
management 104-10

checklist 122-3
exercise 107-10;

results 110-12
shock, stages of 70, 72-3
skills

individuals: and change 31-3
management arenas 112-14
management skills

checklist 111-12
performance problems 15-17

soft systems methodology 52-8
case study 53

strain 30, 74, 85, 134
strategic planning 42-3
stress 22, 25, 29-30, 45, 74,

84-7
literature on 30
women managers 116

subordinates: management
assessment 105-6

summative evaluation 51
support 82, 133-5
systemic approach: to

performance problems 15-17

systems
identifying 12-13
nurses in 83-4
readiness for change 14, 15,

33-5,82
see also open systems

teams and teamwork 39-40, 44-5
characteristics of

functioning 44
competition between 4-5

technical work 23, 42
territories, professional see

boundaries
training needs:

identifying 103-19
transactional leadership 37-8
transformational

leadership 37-8, 40-1, 45
transition plans 20-1, 27-9, 33

case study 100-1
checklist 123, 124

transitions
case studies 24, 25, 26, 28-9
checklist 123
letting go of old

situation 22-4
neutral zone 25-6
new beginnings 26-9
process of 21-2

uncertainty 25, 33, 44-5
unplanned change 77-9

vertical relationships 3-5
vision, future

building 61-3
shared 19

women
in management 114-18; case

study 117-18
stress 86-7
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